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ABSTRACT 
The object of this study is to review the Italian 
irredentist movement, the rejection ot some of the claims 
of Italian Irredentista at the Paris Peace Conference in 
1919, and the reaction ot the Italo•Americana, with 
apecial reference to those in Rhode Island. 
A brief sketch of national aspirations in Italy 
from 1870 to 1918 is given as a background for the 
Italian demands at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. 
Attention ia also paid to the settlement of Italians in 
Rhode Island and their development into a political 
faotor ot oonsequence. The Rhode Island "grass roots" 
movement in support ot Italian claims is reviewed as 
is the opposition to the Senate ratification of the 
peace treaties. 
Particular emphasis is given to the views of 
President Wilson as well as to those of the Republican 
Senator from Massachusetts, Henry Cabot Lodge, who was 
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 
Special attention is given to the significant influence 
of Italo-Americans on the election of 1920 and the 
defeat of the supporters of the treaties. 
Italian language newspapers and personal interviews 
iv 
are among the most important primary sources used, as 
are the Congressional Record and Senate Documents. There 
is a movement to record the history of the Italo-American, 
and secondary sou.roes on this subject are relatively good·. 
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CHAPTER I 
ITALY1S NATIONALISTIC ASPIRATIONS, 1870 • 1920 
The Rise of Italian Imperialism 
Taken as a unit, Italy is neither rich nor poor. 
She is richer than the impoverished nations in south• 
eastern Europe but, on the other hand, poorer than those 
of northern and central &trope. The oonstitution of the 
Kingdom of Italy provided parliamentary institutions and 
centralization, introducing what 1a commonly called a 
modern national government. 
Unified Italy made some progress economically and 
culturally in the period from 1870 to 1918• Since she 
had been politically divided tor centurie■, her progress 
in the eyes of the world waa frustrated and limited. 
She was slow, tor example, to join in the competition 
with the other major powera in the raoe tor an empire. 
While other great powers ot Europe were already constituted 
into national groups and turning their attention toward■ 
imperialism, Italy was occupied with the domestic problems 
ot a developing new national state. Also, there existed 
among the Italian elite a raise conviction that 
their fatherland was endowed by Nature with 
every blessing of climate and fertility and 
that only evil government and the errors ot 
- 1 -
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mankind had prevented them from exploiting 
their resources and beooming 1as rich or even richer than their neighbors. 
Consequently, the possibility of securing new 
territories which the Italian government eould use to 
its advantage was ignored at first. But Italy was 
experiencing a "population explosion" and lacked raw 
materials, good arable land, and proper irrigation. 
Later she began to look towards imperialism as the 
panacea for many dilemmas. Her convictions were that new 
colonies would be an excellent source for the acquisition 
of the needed raw material• as well as a new home for 
those in the overpopulated communities. Believing that 
"trade follows the flag," Italy's trade and industry were 
expeeted to increase, and perhaps achieve a favorable balance 
or trade. Italian prestige would eventually rise to a 
position of equal status with the other members of the 
European community. 
From the beginning, it was realized that most of 
the desired territories had been annexed or claimed by 
her European sister states. However, there did remain 
certain available land in east Africa. In the early 
eighties, Italy had occupied certain ports on the Red Sea 
which appeared to be capable of good economic development. 
In 1860 a coaling station was established by the Italians 
in the Bay of Aaaab and was later annexed to Italy. 
1Lu1g1 Villari, The :hpansion of Ita.11 (Londoni 
Faber and Faber L1mi ted, 24 Russell Square, 1930), P• 33. 
After exploiting the neighboring territories, these prizes 
were then merged into a single Italian colony in 1890 and 
called the °Colon1a Eritrea"•-the Red Sea Colony. 
Because of the climate, the internal political affairs, 
and the Abyssinian eonfiiot, th& Eritrea venture proved 
to be a fiasco. It acquired the nane of •white elephant." 
Later, it did achieve some importance due to its commercial 
influence upon the neighboring countries. 1 
At the beginning of the present century, the idea of 
a colonial and sconomic expansion was revived. It was 
said that spaoe for population should be found. Attention 
was not given to the Red Sea Colony but to the land in 
east Africa known as Somaliland. Early in the 1900's 
Italian exploration was extensive in this region. 
Immediately after the Italian occupation of Massawah 1n 
1885, the Italians concluded a oornmeroial treaty with the 
Sultan of Zanzibar, and soon other favorable negotiations 
f'ollowed. In 1891 an Italian naval expedition secured 
the Somaliland coast, and by 1897 the port or this terri-
tory was, through 1ntemat1.ona.l conventions, entrusted to 
Italy. 2 After putting down many local insurrections, Italy 
in 1913 had full control of this colony. 
Tunisia had become an international problem in the 
meantime .. Because of its nearness to the Italian coast, 
lDenia Mack Smith, Italy (Ann Arbor: The University 
or Michigan Preas, 1959), p. 186. 
2v111ari, Expansion, PP• 49-53. 
relations with this small territory in north Africa dated 
baok to the remotest ages. During the nineteenth century, 
there had been a constant flow of Italian immigrants to 
this land, which led to favorable economic a.nd oom.mercial 
developments aa well as to the foundation of Italian 
1nst1tutions. 1 The Treaty ot Establishments was the basis 
of the amicable relations existing between the nativaa 
and the Italian element. 2 
The French aa well as the Italians had an active 
interest in this particular area, especially since France 
3 held Algeria. Friction developed between France and 
Italy by this time due to their economic rivalry. The 
moment seemed ripe for the French government to seize 
Tun1e1a. 'fhe Italian position would be jeopardized and 
the security of the southern Italian peninsula would be 
at •take, thereby producing greater isolation. Italy 
really wanted to have Tunisia remain as an independent 
state with equal spheres of influence for all; France, on 
the other hand, c.'lesired absolute control. While ItalJ 
att$mpted to obtain internal support, France oompell$d the 
Bey to sign a favorable treaty, The Treaty of El Bordo, 
lBarone Di San Severino; •1tal7's Foreign and 
Colonial Policy," ForthnightlJ Review (February, 1915), 
P• 248. 
2This treaty was enacted between Italy and local 
Tuntsian ch1eftans. The treaty was the extension of 
previous conventions between the local element and the 
tormer Italian maritime states. Villari, Expansion, p. 54. 
3Bismarok, tearing revanche tor the Franco-Prussian 
War of 1870, urged France to develop her colonies in north 
Af'rica. 
in 1881 and obtained Tunisia as a protectorate. 1 It was 
primarily this incident that prompted Italy to engage 
herself 1n a treaty with her Teutonic neighbors in 1882. 2 
Because ot the Triple Alliance, Great Britain and 
France began to distrust the moti.vations of Italy. To 
offset these hostile opinions, Tommaso Tittoni, the 
Italian Foreign Minister, stated, 
Our policy is not a policy 0£ equilibrium or 
dexterity, b.eoause such a policy would not be 
worthy of a great nation and could not last 
long. • • • [ltalian Foreign Policy hai] no 
reservations, no hidden meaning, no ambiguity. 3 
4 Tittoni contended that such an alliance waa a derinite 
advantage not only to Italy but also to Europe because it 
lMaok Smith, Italy, P• 131. 
2
'1'he most important article• of the Treaty were aa 
tollows: 
Article II. In case Italy, without direct provocation 
on her part, iliould be attacked by France for any reason 
whatsoever, the two other Contracting PaPtiea shall be 
bound to lend help and assistance with all their roroes to 
the Party attacked. 
The same obligation shall evolve upon Italy in case 
of any aggression without direct provocation by France 
against Germany. 
#ticle III. It one, o~ two, of the High Contracting 
Parties, without provocation on their part, should chance 
to be attacked and to be engaged in a war with two or 
more Great Powers nonsignatory to the present treaty, the 
"oasus toederi•" will arise simultaneously tor all the 
High Contracting Parties. · Bernadotte E. Schmitt, Triile 
Alliance and Triple Entente (New York: Henry Holt an 
Company, 1934), p. 18. 
3san Severino, ForthnightlY Review, p. 249. 
4aecauae of her naval supremacy and her geographical 
position, a declaration waa included in the Alliance that 
it was not aimed at Great Britain. In 1882 the Mediterranean 
Agreement made it quite apparent that good relat:1.one still 
existed between theme two countries·. 
avoided a majo~ contliot with such powePs as German7, 
Auatria-Hu~.gary, and Italy. 1 The aign1f'1cance of this 
alliance was that Italy was no longer 1solatad and was 
now recognized as a colonial power posaeseing equal status 
2 
with other European powers. 
Nevertheleaa~ Italy concluded with France a secret 
treaty in 1902 restoring amicable rel.ations and ending 
the far1f't" War ot 1888. 3 The European communities began 
to grow even more auapicioua of Italy, sapeolally when 
her troops had ocoup1e4 portions ot north Africa in 1911, 
which resulted in the Italo•Turkish War. Prio~ to the 
development ot this oontllct, Italy had economic and 
commercial interests in Tr1politan1a ~d Cyrenaiea. 
4 Beoauae of the Agadir Incident, the oord.1al friendship 
existing between Germany and Turkey, and the rise o! 
Italian neo-nat1onal1am. 5 the Italian government sought 
equ•l interest in lo.rth Af:rioa. The d&terioration ot the 
lsan Severino, Forthn1ghtlz Review, P• 256. 
2Rene' Albreol'lt-Carrie', A Diplomatic History ot Europe 
Since the Cong!'eas ot Vienna (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
Publishers, 1950} ~ PP• 186-89. 
3Th1s change of attitude was due to a new administra-
tion in the Italian goTernment. Ital7 would be a neutral 
pow♦r it war were provoked between .Fi-anee and Garmany. 
San Severino, Forthp.1g!1t~l Re!.!.!!!, P• 257. 
4Thia incident revealed the German interest in this 
strategic area. 
5aecause of' the political decay, an expansionist 
movement began to take place in Italy by various organiza-
tions as the "Nationalist Assooiation,• which was founded 
in F~orence in 1910, and by many Italian newspapers. 
Villari, Expansion, pp. 72-73. 
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t•eiatiollu , between Italy and Turkey ,·as olimaxed by 
Pr- m,e M1n1s_t4r Giovanni Giolitti·' a agg.c::1,t si ve overtures 
to the PoPt 1n the foJ-m o~ an ul tiaatum. 3ubaequentl7, 
It l ian expeditionaztJt units seized !ripol1tm1a and 
Ip. View o:t r-evo1ut1on~J activities in Albania and 
Wlll'like agitation• pre~iling in the Balkans, Turkq sued 
tor peaoe, In 1912, by the Treaty ot ~auaanne, the 
Ottio an. Bnpire renounced claim to the oonteated area. 
It was immediately organised aa an Italian colony called 
Lyb!a. Ital.7 was allowed to oeoup7 the islands in .the 
AaJean as long ,aa Turkey maintained her torees in Lybia. 
As history reveals, Italy never '1-eparted from these 
island!. and waa able to obtain a stronghold in the eastex-n 
' editerranean area as well aa to gain Lybia aa a colony. 
Italian Irredentiam 
Moat people naturally assumed that the absorption 
ot Rome in 1870 had oompleted Italian unit1cat1on. 
However, a new generation developed a spirit or atrong 
-nationalism as well aa imperialism. Not long after 1870 
the ex-Garibaldian, lmbr1an1, popularized the phrase 
Italia Terre Irredente, or Unredeemed Italian Terr1tory. 1 
I 
The Terre Irredente consisted ot territories claimed bJ 
I ' 
Venloe while thev were still under the •iron hand" of 
. I ., 
thj Hapsburg Empire. 
I The territory ot Trentino waa ethn.ieallJ Italian. 
'l'hia area was composed ot two sections representing both 
I 
I Oe~man and Italian inhabi tanta, which 1• commonly called 
I ·2 
the Venetia Tredentino. Three•quarter1 of the population 
wa~ Italian in auoh obaraoter1st1oa aa language, and 
I 
political, social, and educational institutions. 
Austria-Hungary attempted to eliminate the Itali~ nation• 
ality b7 replaoing the inhabitants with both German and 
Slavic minorities. BJ 1910, out ot 828 employee• ot 
Ven!etia 'rredentino's atate•controlled railroad, onlJ 70 
I I lMaok Smith, Italx, P• 141. 
2Th1s Germ.an territe>17--known as the Ty-rol--mean1 
Welchtirol, the Italian part ot this proYinoe. Marie 
Alberti, Italz•• Great War and Her National Aspiration• (Milani XtrierI and Lacroix, 1§17), P• i¥. ' 
- 8 -
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were Ita11an. 1 
The ~egion known as Venatia Giulio had from the time 
of ,Pliny been regarded within the sphere of Venice. 
Documents of the Middle Ages and since establish the 
Julian Alps as 1 ts true boundary. More important was the 
att-itude of the inhabitants who continued to identify 
themselves with Venice. 2 During the movement of the 
"Riaorgimento," the frontier was proclaimed along this 
natural boundary. 
Venetia Giulio was inhabited by Slavs as well aa 
Italians, the larger of the two groups, but this area waa 
affected by the denationalization by Austria. Political 
aspect& of this seaport were vital to Austria for Trieste 
was the bridge between central Europe a.."'ld the Near Ea.st. 
Since 27~ or Austria's trade was represented, the oommercial 
activity of this port was aign11"icant. Austria maintained 
garrisons in this provinea to squelch Italian lrredentism. 3 
Fiume, looated on the eastern shore of the upper end 
of the Istrian Peninsula, belonged geographically to Istria 
and; there~ora, to Venetia Giulio. Except for a brief 
period ot time, this gntire area had belonged to Hungary. 
Hungary and the Italian states at one time were united against 
Austria in thei~ quest for indepondence. This Y✓&S the 
l~,an Severino, :Porthnightly Review, pp. 261 ... 63. 
2Albert1, Italy's Great War, p. 101£f. 
3v111a.r1, E;xpansion, p. 167. 
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main reaaon why Italy had never pressed for Fiume. 
Since the formation ot the Dual Empire in 1867, the 
1 Magyars had asmume.d the aame repress1 ve policy as Austria. 
From both a political and ooonom1e standpoint, 
2 Fiume had been closely connected to Trieste. Thi• whole 
area grew to be important because of its geographical 
position and ita trade. For these reason,, powers such 
as Germany and the Dual Monarchy had genuine aspirations 
tor this natural outlet to the Adriatic. As long as this 
area waa under foreign control, it would be a definite 
threat to the Italian economic ambitions, although these 
were not high at this atage. 
Aocording to the census ot 191•, 30,000 inhabitant• 
in Fiume were Italian aa compared to 16,000 Slavs and 
6,000 Magyars. Ir a plebiscite were to be taken, it 
would undoubtedly be tavorable to the Ital1ana. 3 
Regardless or whichever powers ruled, the Italian names, 
language, customs, and oulture were kept intact. 
With regards to the Dalmatian coast, whoever 
controlled this strategic area eventually controlled the 
Adriatic. For twenty-two centuries Dalmatia had been 
dominated by the Latin cult\ll'e and inetitutiona as well 
aa its language. In the Treaty of Pressburg in 1806, 
lAlberti, Italy's Great War, PP• 162•53. 
21talian claims to Fiume go back to the days ot the 
Roman Empire when there existed a city--Tarsaotia-•where 
FiUDle now stands. 
3Ubert1, }talz'a Great War, P• 152. 
- 11 • 
Dalmatia was united to the t1r•t Kingdom of ItalJJ 
' ho wa'Ver·• the situation waa soon reversed beoaua ·e 'ot the 
fl pbleonl c 'clesigna. 1 
• 1 lFo• a brief period ot tiae., this territory waa 
wid.er the Venetian · juriad1ct1on, but the tragedy ot 1e1s · 
en bled Auat1'1a to control it. Alberti, Ital7 1s Great 
.a.J;,11 P• 1,1. . , 
I 
I • - - - - - - - - - - - -- - _. • --
Italian Poreign PolicJ from 1882 to 1920 
. ' 
Fro• 1882 to 1914 Italy was nominally an ally of 
A~atria-Hungary. The Irredentist movement became intena1-
, I . 
fie~ ~7th• Austrian annexation of Bosnia in 1908 and the 
unrttendl1ness of the Teutonic Powei-a during the Lybian 
war lot 1911-1912. The aeoret. agreement between France 
and Italy in 1902 was not in accord with the 'h-iple 
Alllance. 1 Animosity developed more so 1n 1909 when a 
aec ~et Ruaao~Ital1an agreement was enacted at Raccan1gi. 2 
I . 
Italy was dritt1ng from the Teutonic Alliance and waa 
placing herself in the position of falling in the moat 
• < 
tavqrable d1reotion. 
The ~elations between Italy and her allies had 
det , riorated by 1913. Thia waa due to the various criaea 
· beginning with the Moroccan Incident of 1905 and the 
formation ot the Triple Jmtente. '?he aituation beoam• 
more critical when Prince Hohenlohe ot Austria ordered the 
I . . 
dismissal ot all Italian ■peaking c1Y11 emploi••• in the 
Adriatic area in Auguat ot 1913. 3 
I 
1
11tal7 promised to maintain neutralit7 in the event 
France, as a result ot direct provocation, should be compelled 
to gl to war with Gemmy in defense ot•her hol;;P» or security. 
12Ruaa1a agreed to recognize Italy's claims in Tripoli, . 
and she, in turn, would recognise Russian claims 1n the 
_Straits. 
3Mack Smith, Italy, P• 269. 
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After the Sarajevo Incident in which Austria, 
supported by Germany, sent the ultimatum to Serbia, Italy 
did not support the Dual Empire. Had Italy done so, the 
m$ntow itself would have been betrayed. Italy, internally 
divided at first, decided to venture on a policy of 
l benevolent neutrality in July, 1914. Attempt• were made 
by the Italian government under t.he leiadership of Marquis 
Di Ss.n Giuliano, .Minister of Foreign M'f"airs, to seek 
territorial compensation i'rom Austria it she annexed e.ny 
2 land in the Adriatic. With the promise ot aatis:fying all 
her demands in the Adriatio except Fiume, England, F·ranoe, 
and Ruesia persuaded the Ituiano to join the &ltente 
Powers. On April 25, 191~, Italy signed the tamoua London 
Pact. Later, claiming that Austria had violated the ~iple 
Alliance, the Government renounced that Tr-!aty, resumed 
0 complete liberty of action, and declared war on the 
lone faetion under the le~derehip of Sonnino and 
M1ssuoli, a newspaper editor, supported Austria; whereas 
suob. men as SalveJYtint, edJtor of Unite. ~no. ~~so!,o, favored. 
alignment with the Triple Entente. However, it was the 
la.adership of Gi.oletti who we.s able to persuade the 
Italim government to follow such a policy of neutrality, 
because he wa$ oonvtneed that Au~tr1 e. •ould be date&tec'. 
in the event of war•-thua, the aubj ect people in the realm 
of' the Empi~o -would bs fr~u,d. 
n 
~Thie was according to the provision~ of the Triple 
Alliance. The request was for a part or the Terre Irredente. 
Austria would not satief7 Italian demands. Howev@r, late 
in 1915 .Austria, fearing Russi.an advancement in Galicia, 
was willing to negotiate. Walter G. Langasm, fh9 World 
Since 1914 (New York: The Macmillan Compe.ny, 1940), P• 12. 
3Ibid., P• 8. 
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Central Powers. 
During the war, the Italian government continued to 
pursue alliances. After the revolution in 1917, Russia 
revealed the secret Paet ot London and accused Italy ot 
l imperialistic designs, especially in the Adriatic. 
Prime Minister Vittorio Orlando, therefore, was motivated 
by the desire to restore the contidenoe of the Slavic 
people in the Italians. Also, Yugoslavs, fearing Russia's 
attempts to separate Roman Catholic Croatia trom Orthodox 
.. Serbia and Bosnia, sought to improve their relations with 
Italy. In 1918, at a foreign minister•s conference in 
Rome, the Pact of Rome was enacted by the two powers. 
The Italian government declared that "the unity and 1nde-
2 pendence or Yugoslavia" was "ot vital interest" to Italy. 
The Paris Peace Conference, which convened in 
January, 1919, was in no way a concert or nations but 
merely the assemblage of victorious powers who were 
determined to seek their own particular ends. At this 
international conference, President Wilson won a major 
victory when the mE111bera of the assembly acc(U)ted his 
Covenant of the League of Nations. He also supported the 
principle of self-determination. 
When he reviewed the conditions of the secret 
l the Pea e of Paria, ed. 
H. w. ey Lon wde and odder & 
Staughton, 1921), p. 292. 
2~., P• 293. 
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agreements, Wilson declared on many occasions that he would 
not be bound to these pacta. Ha concluded further that 
"The League of Nations would do away with these Treaties.nl 
Upon Wileon 1 s return to Paris in March, 1919, Italy 
began to challenge the validity of the ninth of WilsQn 1e 
Fourteen Points, which called for the re-adjustment ot 
Italian frontiers "a.long recognizable lines of nat 1onal1ty." 
It became evident that a main issue would develop over 
the Treaty of London and the principle of nationality. 
Italy was not satisfied with the provisions of this 
Treaty and demanded the annexation of Fiume and a part ot 
the Dalmatian coast. The Italians, who had chosen to 
engage in the war fo~ a price, now declared it to be 
inadequate. '!'hey did not forsee that their enemy's 
eollapse 2 w~..ud produce still another enemy on the 
5 Adriatic--Yugoslavia. 
Wilson had stated on numerous occasions that he could 
not consent to Italy receiving Fiume, but he did consent 
to the Brenner Line. 4 lmgland and Franoa would support 
1George C1"eel; The War, The World and Wilson (New 
York and London: Harper and Brothers hblishers, 1920), P• 195. 
2 The Austro-Hungarian Einpire. 
3paul Birdaall, Versailles Twenty Years After (New 
York: Reynal and Hitohcook, 1941), P• 268. 
4 111'.d.s 1a the famous Wilson Line which compensated 
Italy with the r-aglon known as Tyrol in addition to the 
Pact or London. However, he recognized the valid claims 
of the new state of Yugoslavia to !stria., Fiume, and 
Dalmatia. Charles Seymour, The Intimate Papers of Colonel 
House (Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 
1928), P• 268. 
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none of this 1 and still remained firm on the Pact of 1915. 2 
Italy's Orlando, fearing the pressure of his government 
and people, would not yield. Because of President Wilson's 
attitude, Orlando regarded Yugoslavia in much the same way 
that France had regarded Germany. There were many offers 
suggested in the light or compromise only to be rejected 
by eithel' Orlando or Wilson. One was the offer of 
internationalizing F1ume3 and another was that or alloting 
Istria to Italy. 4 The Italian delegation refused to give 
its approval. 5 
One of Italy's greatest fears was the economic 
competition on the Adriatic. As one Italian delegate 
stated, "It would be very difficult for us to keep up the 
commerce of Trieste unless we controlled Flume and were 
able to divert its trade to Trieste.n 6 Because the 
additional territory the Slav1o militia captured during 
the war enabled Yugoslavia to control Fiume, Italy regarded 
her n~ighbor as another Austria and abrogated the Pact of 
Rome or 1918. 7 With still greater vigor, Italy sought to 
lThe reason was that they had promised Tyrol to Austria. 
2seymour, The Intimate Papers, p. 268. 
3It was a suggestion or Colonel House that it be 
placed under the jurisdiction of the League. 
4seymour, The Intimate Papers, p. 444. 
5Herbert Hoover, The Ordeal of Woodrow Wilson (New 
York, Toronto, Londont McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
195e1, P• 205. 
6Ray Stannard Baker, Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Page, and Compmy, 
1927), II, 135. 
7
~., II, 145. 
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gain Dalmatia because it was a potential Gibraltar; under 
the rule of a strong state, it would be a definite threat 
to her economic livelihood. 1 
On April 19, 1919, Wilson delivered an important 
diplomatic address which angored the Italians to suoh an 
extent that they withdrew .from the Paris aon.ferenoe. The 
famous statement which was indirectly an appeal to the 
Italian people was as tollova: 
While Italy entered the war, she entered upon 
the basis of a definite understanding with 
Groat Britain and France, now known as the 
Pa.ct of London. Since that time the whole 
face of circtimatanees has bsen altered. Many 
other powers, great and small, have entered 
· the struggle, with no knowledge or that private 
under8tanding. 
The Austro-Hungarian Empire ••• no longer 
exists ••• Parts of that Empire ••• it is 
agreed now by Italy and • • • her associates, 
are to be erected into independent States • • • They 
are • •• among the smaller States whose interests 
are henceforth to be safeguarded as sor·upulousiy 
as • •• the most powerful States. 
It these pr1nciplesf;hioh set up a new order 
of right and justice} are to be adhered to, · 
Fiume must serve as'tihe outlet of the commerce, 
not of Italy, but of the land to the north and 
the northeast • • • To assign Fiume to Italy 
would be to create the feeling that we have 
deliberately put that part ••• in the hands 
of a power not ••• identified with the 
commercial and industrial life or the regions 
which the part must serve. It is for that 
reason, no doubt, that Fiume was not included 
in the Paet of London, but these definitely 
assigned to 2the Croat1anslJ"ater a part of Yugoslavi~. 
1Robert Lansing, The Paris Peace Negotiations 
(Cambridge, Maes.: Harvard University Press, 1920), p. 228. 
2New York Times (New York, N. Y.), April 24, 1919, 
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Fearing unpopular international criticism which was 
soon felt by Wilson because of his statement, De.vld Lloyd 
George s.nd Ge.orge Clerr:enceau, who had pledged to suppol"t 
Wilso;1_ allowed the President to be the scapegoat. It is 
reported that Wilson was "white with anger" When his 
colleagues :failed to fulfill their promisea. 
The Italian delegation which withdrew from the 
Conf srenoe we.s handed the Balfour Memorandum, which 
declared the position of London and Paris, invoking the 
l Pact of London. Italy, which had believed that she 
could rely on her allies, wa5 disappointed. Eowever, due 
to pressing problems of l'eoonstruction at home, her 
economic dependency on the United States and Great Britain, 
and the encouragement or Clemenceau, Italy returned to 
the Peace Conference under the leadership of her new 
foreign :ministe1•, Francesco latti. 2 When he ass-u.med his 
position at the Peace Conference, Nltt1 declared that 
Italy would respect the Piact of London. Although Italy 
could not possess Fiume, she returned to the conference 
in order to conclude the peace treaties. 
Lloyd George took the initiative to bring about a 
rapprochement by offering Italy some territorial compensa• 
tion~ such as part of Turkey and parts of the ribr.th African 
1Baker, World Settlement, III, Document 37. 
2He replaced Orlando who had been defeated in the 
recent elections in that country. Rene Albrecht-CarriJ, 
Italy from Napoleon to Mussoli!!1_ (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1950, p. 123. 
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coast. Since Great Britain and France had already 
clarl.med this territory, Lloyd George then proposed that 
Fiume go to Italy. The Adriatic Question was once again 
opened, but Wilson stood firm against 1t. 1 
Aftei- the peace treaty was signed in May, Wilson, 
successful in Europe, departed for America to witn\3ss the 
biggest defeat of his political career. The election of 
1920 indicated that the American people were not avid 
supporters of Wilson and desired isolation as opposed to 
Wilson's international.ism. It was this defeat that led 
to the final adjuatmant of the boundaries between 
Yugoslavia and Italy by their acceptance of the Treaty 
of Rapallo in 1920. Italy received tho frontier promised 
in 1915. She aoquired some islands adjacent to the 
Dalmatian coast, a.nd Fiume became internationalized • 
. 
Wilson, who desired from the beginning a speedy 
settlement of Italian claims, actually caused the develop• 
ment of more confusion among th.e Italians. · Arter his careful 
observation of the Adriatic Question, he concluded .that 
the Yugoslavians needed Fiume more than the Italians since 
they had no suitable port for commerce• On the other 
hand, 1 t was 1.ndeed di ff 1 eul t for him as an American to 
conceive what this dispute really meant to the Italians. 
America was secure because of her geographical position. 
Italy, in the nmne of security, demanded oont:rol of the 
Adriatic. Yugoslavia also needed this area. Unfortunately, 
1Lansing, ~ttaoe Negotiations, p. 230. 
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there was bound to be disappointment in the peace settlement. 
Italians who had emigrated were following the ms.tter ot 
the territorial acquisition almost as closely as their 
families in the old country. Wherever they were, Italians 
considered the matter of vital interest; those vho came 
to Hhode Island were no exception. 
CHAPTl-':::R II 
THE BSTABLISHM~T OF T'.tl:E; ITALIANS IN RHODE ISLAND 
Although Italians did not settle in America in large 
numbers until the New Immigration period, there is evidence 
that trom the age ot discovery members of this group came 
to America. 1 Not only were they among the tirst explorers; 
many were also traders and m1aaionar1as. Father Eusebio 
Chini, a native or Trento, Italy, was active as a 
missionary in lower California in 1681. Father Salvaterio 
at Loreto, Oalitornia, founded the first California 
mission in 1697. 2 Henry Tant1 (Enrico Tonti), who aided 
LaSalle 1n the Mississippi Valley, 3 was one of the many 
Italian explorers in this period. In 1720 four hundred 
4 Italians were inhabiting Virginia. 
Some Italians have lived on the North American 
Continent from early colonization. They contributed. 
greatly to the development of art md muB1c. Many names 
lo1ovann1 Schiavo, Four Centuries of Italian-American 
Historz (New York: The Vigo Press, 1957), P• fl. 
2Ibid., P• 77ff. 
-
3Ill1no1s Catholic Historical Review, III, 197, as 
cited in Schiavo, Four Centuries, P• 85. 
/ 4Bistorigue de1 Corps de Troupe de l'Armee Franja1se, 
1569-1900, Paris, as cited in Schiavo, Four Centuries, 
P• 93. 
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that appear to be English or French were really Italian. 
The eiumtom of changing names is not a new thing as it is 
generally supposed. This does not mean that the Italian 
immigrant ohanged his name h1msel1'. It was changed by 
clerk1 or recorders who, not knowing how to spell it, 
recorded it phonetically. The~efore, a name such as Paoa 
might be spelled as Peckers and Taliaferro as Tolliver or 
Tailfer. A priest called Father Kelly was really Father 
Mazzuchelli. Other changes which oecured involved such 
. i 
names as Ross., Fo;~, Pickering, Gillam, and Pitcher. 
Perhaps this faulty recording could very well have 
been the case in Rhode Island, for ruS'l y native P.hode 
Islanders did employ Italians as plastererg., musicians, 
and the like. Furthermorg, some Italian sailors deserted 
their ships, later married local girls, and settled down 
to a normal life. Rhode Island bei~g on the Atlantic 
coast might have been affected from this form of Italian 
immigration. 
After the Civil War there is evidence of Italians in 
\ ) 
i 
r 
j 
/ , 
substantial numbers in Rhod~ Island. Although the movement 
was sporadic and small from the onset, it assumed larger 
proportions by the 1880 1s. From this period on the Italian) 
immigrant is rated as the most numerous group to enter 
the United States. 
From 1889 to 1910 the population of Rhode Island was 
almost doubled. The rate or increase at this time in 
lschiavo, Four Centuries, p. 12. 
\ 
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Rhode Island exceeded that of the United Sts.taa. 1 Thia 
I 
.fa.ct 1s e.ttri'buted to the great invasion 
this state. 
l 
of Italians into/ 
By 1910 l)rovide-nc-a had a total of 22,223 
Italians and the gntire state 27,206. This group ot 
L"'lDl:tgran·ts constituted one-tenth o.f the population in 
Prov1d.imce. 2 Tables 1 and 2 on pe.ges 24 and 25 repres~nt 
a otioss-section of the Italian population in the various 
eiti.ea and towns in Rhn.tle Island. 
In order to understand. this ms.ea movement, one mus;t 
visualize the internal oondlti.ons of Italy, espe41all7 
after her unification. The Italian was heavily burdened 
~rith taxes for the development and ma.int~nance of a. large 
nRtional army and navy in the competition to make hia 
country Et fiztst-rs.te European power. However, since the 
economy of southern Italy is basad on land, the ~gricultural 
depression in the le.tter part of the nineteenth century 
reduced large portions of southern Italy to poverty. Here 
the paasants were plagued with poor arable land. In areas 
where the land was productive, the problem of malaria from 
the nearby SWaJ3,;pS was apparent. The new state was hampered 
by va.s t areas or barren mountains• In addi ti.on, the 
Kingdom b.s.d gained no naw territory which 11ould hr-tve given 
relief to the excese population. Faced with th.eae factors, 
the Italisn he.d. t.o choose between emigration or 
1Kurt Mayer, Economic Develo ment and Po ulation Growth 
in Rhode Island (Prov dence: rown nivers1ty Press, 1953, 
P• 62. 
2 ___ , "The Italian Colony in Providence," The 
Providence Board or Trade Journal (April, 1910), XXII, 152. ~ 
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TABLE l 
COMPOSITION OF THE ITI.LI1\N POPULATION a
FOR THE STA~E AND FOR COUNTIES IN 1910 
== 
Italian Population Total Population 
Brlstol 1,578 17,602 
Kent 1,548 36,378 
Newport 628 39,335 
Providence 28,223 424,353 
Ws.shington 1,314 24,942 
State 27,286 542,610 
a u. s., Bureau ot the Cenaua, Thirteenth Census ot 
the United Stat.es. Abstract or th~ Census: 1910 
lWashlngton: c.fovernment Printing o.rtrce,·1913}, P• 58. 
TABLE 2 
OOMFOSiflON AND .CHARACTERISTICS OF TU fOPULATIOB 
OF CITIES OF 25,000 OR MORE IN 1910 
Newport 
Pawtucket 
-~ov1deno•b 
Warw1ek Town 
'Woonsocket 
!otal 01tie1 Hamed 
~otal Italian• 
573 
'117 
17,306 
l,.13i 
483 
20,417 
fotal in Gitiea 
2'7,149 
51,622 
2~4;326 
26,629 
38,125 
367,851 
, rr• · ,-, · .. »•@:,:· .111· · ,., 11_:1rn@H,l;,if.tio.'_.,,;1t1ia.Gss2~.,,,._l ·1,~ 1·· ,·. rit, i1.W.¢_ 1¥_a:..a,tpr·,.· 
l 
·•u. ·s., Bureau -of the Oen°SU., Thi~-~enth Census of the 
United States; Abstract of the Cen:susT ·1~ho. (Wastiington: 
Government Prtnt1ng oi'tiee, 1913), P• 58. 
bpa~ta of C~anston and Jobneton towns -nnexed between 
1890 and 1900. 
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hunger. 1 
It is evident that a definite eoonomio motivation 
and not just a vague instinct caused the •poor Meridionalen 
to migrate. The immigrant came to Amer,1ca realizing that 
unsk_illed lab~r ,was needed. The market for unskilled labor 
ft .. {~- ,{ .,·t. _::.. ~ ;. / ~.·> ':.1/~:} 
determined· the character of Italian immigration. The 
southern Italian was the most mobile supply of labor this ! 
country has ever known. The Italian emigref was the "nower 
of her peasantry.• This national group was healthy and 
ambitious. When they arrived in America, the Italians 
heard the common expression, "Non c•e piaoere nella vita." 2 
Yet, they came and became permanent residents, for the 
country represented to them a land or opportunity. Their 
realistic approach to life helped them overcome their new 
hardships. 
\ 
Rhode Island received the full impact ot this new 
wave of immigration in the 1900 1s. Again, the Italian 
represented the largest group among other contingents from 
J 
i 
I 
England, Portugal, Poland, and the east-central European 
countries. So great was this invasion that by 1910 the 
descendants or the Rhode Island colonial settlers constituted 
a diminishing minority. Almost seven out of ten Rhode 
loscar Handlin, Immigration as a Factor 1n American 
History (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1959), P• 29. 
2They round no pleasure in the American life. 
Ibid., p. 31. 
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Island residents were of foreign stock. 1 In 1840 the 
total population of this state was 59,678, which was 
largely due to the great flood of Irish immigration. With 
the onset of the French into Rhode Island in 1860 and the 
bulk of the Italians at'tar the 1880' s, ·· the population by 
2 1910 was 542,610. 
· 'l'he first · Italian known to te.ke ,up residence in 
Rhode Island was a. Joseph Maurana, a. native of Villafr ·anea, 
Italy. 3 lie had been an impressed sailor in a British 
ma.n-of .. war and fled with the aid of friends from New 
· 4· · 5 London, Conn. to Barrington, R. I. in 1762. Eventually, 
. . 
he was employed ·by a. Joshua Bicknell as the caretaker ot 
his farm. It is reported that Joseph Maurana married 
011 ve Bicknell, the daughter or Joshua. For their wedding 
gift, Joseph and Olive Maurana received a tra.et of land 
on the Barrington River. Because of his exparienoe as a 
mar.iner, Maurana soon became commander of the American 
gunboat "Spitfire" and subsequently the "Washington" 
during the Revol u tion. 6 
1Earl Tanner, Rhode Island, A Brief History (Providence: 
Rhode Island State Board of Education, 1954), p. il7. 
2Mayer, 1'.conomic Development, p. 52. 
3Sohiavo, Four Genturies, p. 108. 
4 The territory today is Warren, Rhode Island. 
5Ubaldo Pesa.turo, ltalo .. Americans of Rhode Island 
(Providence: The Visito~ Printing Co., 1940)~ p. 9. 
6ill£., P• 10. 
Period 
1880 - 1890 
- 1900 
1910 
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TABLE 3 
VARIOUS FACTORS ILLUSTRATING THE GROWTH OF 
RHODE ISLAND POPULATION F'ROM 1880 - 1910a 
N•tural 
Increase 
13,751 
26,595 
34,300 
= 
Nurn.ber of t~unibeT of Total Nwnber Total 
Foreign Internal of Population 
Immigration Migr~tion Immigrmts Growth 
32,312 
28,214 
44,622 
22,912 
28,341 
35,128 
55,224 
56,555 
79,754 
68,975 
83,050 
114,064 
&Mayer, Ecnonomic Development, p. 8. 
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A George Arduini lived in Rhode Island during this 
period, but very little is known or this Italian. 1 In 
1720 a John Garnard1 married Sara Draper and h•d six 
2 
children.. Another Italian who volunteered to serve in 
the Colonial Army was Pascal Charles Joseph DeAngelis. 3 
4 
He joined the army in 1775 at the early age or thirteen. 
Joseph Maurana•s son, Joseph Jr., was one of the first 
Italians to be graduated from Brown University; this was 
1n 1816. Upon his graduation from a New York medical 
school in 1819, he bees.me a practicing physician in 
Rho<le Island. 5 
In Rhode Island many sections of Italy were represented.) 
Italy. ) Prior to , the Civil War, the major group came from northern In 1854 Frank Marron1 and the Iacceri family 
settled in Providence, later to be followed by the Rondini 
6 family. Thase people were from Tuscany. After this period ·\ 
the southern faction of Iaern1a, Capriate al Volturno, 
Isehia, Lucca, Orlano, San Giovanni, Frosolone were 
represented. Ferdinando Avallone, 7 a Neapolitan barber 
by trade, established his business on Federal Hill. Tho 
lpesaturo, Italo-Amerioans, P• 10. 
2schiavo, Four Centuries, p. 106. 
3He was the aon of a Neapolitan .father and a French 
mother. 
4schiavo, Four Centuries, P• 139. 
5Peaaturo, Italo-Amerieans, P• 13. 
6Evening Bulletin, January l, 1934, P• 11. 
7Ibid. 
) 
j 
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\ 
\ name Federal Hill is not an Italian name nor h2.s it any 
connection with the nationality. It is one or the seven 
hills upon which the city of Providenae is founded. Its 
name ill! derived from the honor of the adoption of the 
Federal Constitution by the State of .Rhode Island. 1 
j 
f 
At this early date the Hill was predominately an ) 
,, 
Irish section. However, in the 1870 1 s twelve Italian 
families were inhabiting th$ Hill, and by the 1900 1 s the ' 
Irish element began to move .from thia section. 2 
In 1872 Thomas Mancini of Frosolone established h1a 
trade as a tailor on the Hill at Acorn Street and 1'e1'ft 
Street. Due to his skill, Mm ein1 becrune the o1'f1c1al 
tailor of the Providence Police Department. 3 Also, the 
first Italian baker7 4 was established in this section in 
'j)<'.}..!..>-'·". 
the 18'70's by Leopaldo Castiglione and was known as 
"Castiglione and Juliane Bru::ary." 5 
In this same period Frank DeGrado and Louis .M.eani, 
who had served in the Civil War, beoame the first Italians 
to serve on the city's police force. Due to the rising 
Italian population, Luigi Mainella established the first 
Italian grocery store on Spruce Street. By this time 
1Peter Donnelly, 11A Study ot the Background of the 
Pupils of Brid.gha.ru Junior nigh Schoo!' (Providence z The 
Department of Education, Graduate School of Brown 
University, 1933), p. 1. 
2Provideuce Trade Journal, p. 152. 
3Evening Bulletin, December 12, 1934, p. 12. 
4
'1'.b.e present owners make the famous Giusti Bread. 
5Even1ng Bulletin,· September 9, 1934, p. 19. 
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~treets ~ueh as Spruce, Bond, Brayton, and Dean had a 
heavy oonoentration of Ita11ana. 1 They aettl&J here ) 
mainly because of the proximity to the city and beoause / 
J 
l 
-,. 
or. the naarness to the railro~d tracks, whteh meant 
lower rents. Then also desired to be near their relatives' 
or friends. In a short time Federal Hill be~ame Rhode 
Island's first uLittle Italy." As lew· York has its 
Mulberry Street and tloston ha.a its Hanover Street, so too 
did Provld~noe have its Sp:ruoe Street, whioh became the 
cradle of tne Italian eoloniats in Rhode Island. The 
' 
major1.ty of the inhabitants or thta s 1ru:tion ware llargones1, 
/ 
Fosolin1, Forelli, Isohiens, and others of the Meridionale 
group. The census of 1905 repo~ts that the Hill, whioh was 
the old ninth ward in Providenoe, 2 had a population of 6,651. 3 
In the 1900 'a t~1e fl rat phar.macy, tho Florence Ditug 
Store, was at 341 Atwells Avanua. 4 Soon many othe~ store8, 
bakeries, e.nd markets were established and eventually 
developed into the p-resent shopping di1Jtrict. Thus, the 
Federal Hill diatriot flourished due to the Italians; 
in fact, ~ven the oo-:nmaroial area ot Providence, which 
wa9 affected, change1 drrunatically. 
\ 
\ 
Due to the enormous population, the Italians began am 
L&'vening Bulletin, September 9, 19M, P• 19. 
2Today it is tha thirteenth wnrd. 
3Will1am Kirk, A Modern Citz (Chicagoz The UniversitJ 
of Chicago Preas, 1909), p. 48. 
4Ib1d., P• 158. 
-
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inter-city migration in the 1890 1s. An average family 
included the parents, relatives living with the tami1y, 
boarders, and lodgera-•all 1nhab1t1ng one tenement or 
apartment. The average number in an Italo-Amerioan 
family in Providenoe was seven, but the range was anywhere 
from two to eighteen. 1 The sections ot Providence at'tected 
by this inter-city migration were the North .Bhd and 
Silver Lake. Many Italians also moved to the outlying 
areas ot Rhode Island, including Thornton, Hughesdale,. 
Simmo~aville, Knightsville, Barrington, Bristol, Natiok, 
· and even Westerly. 
/ 1'he second largeat "Little Ita17• was eatabliahed. 
l, in the North End district of Providence, Thia area 
inoluded such atreeta as Charles, Hawkins, Ledge, Ru110, 
and Branch Avenue. North End also compri1ed the seotion 
called Eagle Park, which included Admiral Street, Douglas 
Avenue, and River Avenue. The inhabitants within this 
area were largely from Capriate al Volturno, Vena.fro, 
Roeohetta al Volturno, and Oaserta. The census in 1905 
stated that the total population in this area which is 
the old third ward 2 was approximately 3,157. 3 Formerly 
( a residential section, it became heavily settled following 
'· 
·.,. the same patterns as Federal Hill. By the 1900'• some 
portions ot North Providence were annexed to the oity of 
1Donnelly, "Bridgham Junior H1gh; 1 p. 6. 
2Today it 1a the fourth ward. 
3K1rk, Modern City, P• 340. 
Providence to meet the needs of the North End eommuni ty. 
'l'he North End became heavily populated, eapeoially the 
Branch and Douglas AYenue section, due to the rise ot the 
Wanskuck Mill. 1 Some of the names of the pioneer settlers 
ot thia area with deaoendants living today are the 
, , , 2 
Barone•s, Rioeard1 1 a, Cimorell1 1 a, Angelone'•• Montaquila's, 
Cardarelli' a, and Pontarelli' a. The Charles Street . 
3 
. community ~a• established bJ Teodora Delfico .la in 1879. 
The Italian community in Eagle Park was founded by 
Michael Cardarelli al'ound thia aame psr1od. 4 
.,~• 
/ In the late 1890 1a the Italians developed Providence's 
I / third 8 Little Italy." The particular community .was on 
I f the western side ot the city. This area had a small 
beautiful lake "edged by an abundant verdant growth" which 
cast a silver-like reflection across this body of water. 
'fhus, the people attached the name "Silver Lake." However, 
··--<~ in due time the •s11ver Lake" dried up but its name 
.,.,..,t 
continued. It la a predominately Italian eeot1on which 
constitutes the old eighth ward ot Providence. The 
Latin people who inhabited this area were trom vario~• 
sections ot Italy suoh as Naples, Benevento, Froainone, 
lReddatori; Rev•mo John F. Sullivan, D.D. e Padre 
Vincenzo F • .Kunberger, o.P. • "Storia Della .Parrocchia Di 
S. Anna In Oocasione Del Giubileo D'Argento Sacerdotal• 
del Parrooo, 1900-1925" (Providence, R. I.), P• 9. 
2They later changed their name to McKendall and 
founded the MeKenda11 Lumber Company. 
3Even1ng Bulletin, October 31, 1934, p. 17. 
4The present City Treasurer ot the 01ty ot Providence, 
Michael Cardarelli, 1a a descendant ot Michael Cardarelli. 
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( and Caserta. 
\ 1902, 1 and by 1910 there were over s,ooo. 
Over 2,000 people inhabited this area 1n 
In a short span of years the Italians through 
natural increases and accretion from Italy became a 
signitioant factor both politically and economicall1. 
In 1906 there were 28& Italian marriages and 1,233 births. · 
In 1907 a total of 383 marriages were reported and 1,915 
births. By 1910 the Italians owned 1n real estate 
$5,500,000 in Providenc,e and in the state Ja,000,000. 2 
In each "Little Ital1" there was eventually founded I 
/an Italian language church. Although the state ot 
. l 
/Rhode Island had already established Catholic parishes, 
lthe Italo-Amerioana, in view of the language and social 
( ' 
barriers, insisted on the development of their own. 
The first Italian priest 1n Rhode Island to 
administer his duties to this group was a Reverend 
Anthon1 Cassesae, a native of Palma, Naples. He served 
as a curate in Pawtucket in 1867. Soon others rollowed 
, individually to labor among the Italians. 
! However, the 
l 
! 
i 
i 
first Italian language pariah in Rhode Island was the 
Holy Ghost Church founded 1n 1899. By the invitation of 
Bishop Harkins of the Diocese of Providence, Father Luigi 
(Paroli established a Mission Church . on Brayton Street. 
\ 
\Later it became a chapel to meet the spiritual needs of 
\ \the colony on Spruce Street. With the rise of the number 
r 
\or immigrants, the church was dedicated to the Holy 
1
"-St. Bartholomew• s Parish-Golden Jubille, 1907-1957" 
(Providence, R. I.). PP• 12-14. 
2Prov1dence Trade Journal, p. 153. 
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Ob.oat in 1890 on the corner of Knight Street and Atwell• 
\ Avenue, and by 1910 the present structure or the ohUl'ch 
1 
was completed. 
St. Ann's Church began aa a Mission Church 1n 1895 
in an old. building in North Providence under the guidance 
of the paator of Holy Ghost Church. In 1898 it became 
a chapel becaus& of the increase of Italians in Eagle 
Park, Charles Street, and North Providence and ultimately 
waa established aa an independent church in 1906. Its 
. 2 first pastor was Father Anthony Bove. The present 
structure is loeated on Hawkins Street and Russo Street 
opposite Hopkins Park. Ita dedication was in 1910. 3 
In view ot the rise of the Italian population in 
Silver Lake, the Church of St~ Bartholomew was established 
under the guidance of the clerg7 of the Kol7 Ghost Church 
aa a Mission Church in 1902. It later became a chapel 
in 1907 and waa formally dedicated as an independent 
church in 1910. Ita first pastor was the Rev. Nioolino 
Armento. 4 In 1901 St. Rocco's was established and in 
1:,Giovanni Schiavo, Italian-American History: The 
Italian Contribution to the Catholic Church in Amerioa (New York, The Vigo Pres■ , 1949), p. 1021. 
2se was elevated to the rank of a Domestic Prelate 
1n the Catholic Church with the title of Rt. Rev. Monsignor. 
Magr. Bove was well known along the Atlantic coast aa a 
missionary preacher in Portland, Maine, Fall River, Mass., 
Pennsylvania, and upper state New York. In 1918, because 
ot hie work among the Italians, he was honored with the 
title or the Italian Chevalier or the Crown of Italy. 
3rrstoria Della Parroohia.," PP• 31-36. 
4'-s t. Bartholomew, 11 p. 8. 
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1912 came the Church of the Hol7 Angels in Bar1ngton. 
Others were Our Lady ot Mount Carmel in Bristol in 1916 
and the Immaculate Conception. in Westerly in 1907. After 
1920 various other ohurehes were develop6d in Providence, 
North Providence, .Pawtucket, Woonsock'!t, and Cra.nston. 1 
For the most part, the Italians were predominately 
active members of the Roman Catholic Church. However, 
the.re was a strong movement ot the Protestants to convert 
the immigrant Italians w 1th the idea of • Americanizing" 
them. In order to meet the sooial.and . sp1~1tua1 needs 
ot those converted, several Protestant ohurohea were 
established. 2 In 1897 the Italian Baptist Church was 
founded on Dean Street. It later moved to Marietta Street 
in the Charles Street section or Horth .ind, and by 1925 
it was relocated on Charles Street under Rev. Vinoenzo 
D1Domenica. The oldest Methodist Church for the Italians 
was established in 1900 as the Broadway Methodist Church. 
Soon others followed such as the Federal Hill Baptist 
in 190• and the First Presbyterian Church in Eaat Providence. 3 
tfiohale Peaaturo established in 1895 the 1'1rat weekly 
Italian language newspaper called. L 1Aurora. The old 
edirice, inoidently, still exists on Spruce Street. 4 
------------- -~------
1Rev. Thomas F. Cullen, The Cathol1o Church in Rhode 
Island (Borth Priovidenee., R. l:.1 The franeisoan Misaion-
ariea of Mary, 1936), PP• 247•50. 
2tawrenoe Frank Pisani, The Italian in Amer1oa--A 
Social Study and Histor:z (lew York: &position Preas, 
Ino., 1957), P• 168. · · 
3feaaturo, Italo•Americans, pp. 21-23. 
4Ibid., P• 181. 
-
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According to the general trends, this paper w~s 
established in the very heart of the •cradle Colony" in 
Federal Hill. L'Aurora was replaced in 1896 by L'Aurora 
Novella under editorship of Alphonso La Ricca. L'Echo 
Del Rb.ode Island, replacing L'Aurora Novella, was founded 
\ in 1897 by Federico Curzio. Originally this paper was 
1 
} 
i an Italian weekly, but it soon became an English-Italian 
l 
,--I. weekly as it is today. There came similar papers--~ 
Italo-Amerioan Tribune in 1902 under Antonio Pace and 
Il Courriere Del R}_i,ode Island in 1908. These had a 
tremendous effect on the Italian element. They published 
customary local news of births, deaths, and club meetings. 
Another feature was a set of questions with answers to 
guide the reader in understanding the naturalization process. 
In addition to the local news, happenings in Italy were 
reported with- appropriate editorial comments. This 
actually was the principal means of the oontinuanoe of 
the Italian language, culture, and customs. The Italian 
newspapers endeavored to maintain the cohesive spirit 
a,i,ong the Italo•Amerioans. 1 
From the earliest periods of the immigration, the 
social isolation of this group was apparent. Most people 
never moved out of their areas, and some never saw other 
places in Rhode Island. In fact, traveling from one 
section to another was like traveling from state to state. 
many of them left their own neighborhoods for brief visits 
with friends and relatives. Many of these people never 
lPesaturo, Italo-Americans, pp. 181-82. 
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learn-ad English well enough to speak it correctly. rbie · 
form of isolation contributed greatly to the Italian's 
sense of inaeeur1ty. Even when they did acquire a substantial 
amount of money, they purchased homes either in the eame 
"Little Italy" or in others, still keeping in the confines I 
of their own. group. These districts protected the Italian / 
who was unaware of his sooial differences suoh as religion,/ 
customs, and habits. It was only m.en the second 
generation became educated that a social integration 
became evident. For example, former residents of Fed$ral 
Hill have moved into Mount Plettsant, North Provtdenoe, 
Cranston, and elsewhera. In Rhode Island it is common 
to find a Whelan, 8 Monti, and a LaFa:rga on the same 
street. 
Despite :rnsny social obs ta.el es, a hand.f'ul of Italians 
were graduated from professional aohools and gave rise 
to a new class. The elite were able to acou.rnulnto large 
savings. Thia element purehased homes froro prominent 
Rhode Islanders such as the Gladdiogs, Peoks • Barns.bys,· 
and McCib,s. · Thun, a new aristocrncy w~s devaloped, 
replacing th~ "Yankee AristocracyH on Broadway. About 
1905 the first Italian to settle on Broadway was Dr. 
Vito L. Ra:ta. Vito Fam1gltetti cfil'le 1n. 1909, and., from 
Knight~ville, Mariano Vervana occup19d the old Brownell 
mansion. Dr. Pasquale Maiello occupied the "Old Barnaby 
Castle" on Sutton and Bro&dway. The Broadway district 
soon supplied the Italian with many social and cultural 
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oluba. The Broadway Hospital waa established in the 
former mansion ot the Maltison family. Professional 
Italian men and artists moved into neighboring street• 
such as Vinton, Sutton, and Knight. 1 
Within the confines of this area, various organiza-
tions were established by the immigrants themselves with 
the idea of banding together to keep the memories ot the 
"paeae." This led to the rl-ae of the mutual aid societies. 
The Italians worked zealously and earnestl7 to acquire 
some money to send to their relatives. ln turn, when 
they settled in America, they followed the same pattern. 
Hence, many of the same "paesani" came and banded 
together, and the development of an Ol'ganisatlon resulted. 
The various groups that did appear differed trom one 
another in either religious customs or dialects. The 
various organizations were then named arter such Italian 
regions as the Teanese and the Calabresi. Still others 
assumed the name of their particular "paesi• such as the I 
Societa Volturno, and othera named themselves after a 
patron saint such as Incoronata di Puglia. 
l 
! 
I 
l 
\.,. 
These organisations were the to#um.■ ot the immigrant ) 
Italians. The Italo-American Club is the oldest Italian / 
1 organization in Providence or 1n Rhode Island, coming , 
into existence on March 2, 1899. Thia olub attempted 
I 
to aol,ve such problems or the emigre as aheilter, f'ood. 
and clothing. Money was given when there was a death or 
l.Evening Bulletin, February 13, 1935, p. 12. 
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a wedding in the immigrant family, and many social 
activities were provided. There existed other clubs such· 
as the Italian Benevolent Society .founded by the 
inhabitants from Lucca, Italy. Another was the Societa 
d.i M. s. 1 Trenacria which was organized in 1908 and 
devoted primarily to the care and assistance of its 
members in times of siekness and death. 2 Another was 
the Cittadini di Pico, which was founded in 19ll. 3 The 
Society Victor immanuel existed in the North End area in 
1905. The Order of the Sons o.f Italy was developed in 
1914. 4 The tirat organization for Italian women waa 
Lodge Maria Montessori in 1916 in Silver Lake. The aims 
ot this o:i:rganization were to promote the moral and cultural 
progress or its members and the advancement of the ltalo-
Americans of Rhode Island. 5 
The early banks catering to the special need of 
the Italian immigrants were largely one-man institutions. 
, 
When the emigre desired to save his earnings, he might 
seek out a trusted tallow Italian called a "padrone• to 
take care of it for him. In the transaction, the 
6 
"padrone" would sometimes take advantage of the illiterate. 
lM. s. stands tor Mutual Assistance. 
2 Evening Bulletiq, March 6, 1936, P• 19. 
3Ib1d •• March 5, 1936, P• 12. 
4Pesaturo, Italo-Americans, p. 187. 
5 .. 
~-. p. 184. 
6Interv1ew with Archilla Vervana, Manager or the 
Mt. Pleasant Branch of the Citizens Savings Bank, 
December 5, 1959. 
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The first Italian to start a private bank on the 
Hill was Pasquale Maatrantuono in 1878. 1 The first 
foreign exchange bank was established. by Nicola Caldarone 
in 1894. Loeated on Spruce Street, it was also a 
ateamahlp ticket ageney. A"'ven to this day it is remembered 
as "The Bank of Federal H111." 2 The Italian Consul at 
this time was Mariano Vervena who schooled Italians in 
the waye of banking. Because of the trust the people 
had in him, he too became a private banker. When the 
immigrant laborer handed over his envelope for sate 
keeping, Vervena issued a passbook to keep an accurate 
record. Due to hia success, Vervena established in 
1900 the Columbus Exchange Bank 1d_l.1ch functioned as a 
private bank until 1910 when it was granted a charter 
by the atate. 3 
Motivated by the abuses of the Italians by the looal 
banks, Antonio DeOeaaaris, 4 1n the North :End district. 
and Luigi Cippolla, 5 in Silver Lake, established private 
banks. 
lEvening Bulletin, October 3, 1934, P• 14. 
2Providenee Journal, February 82, 1959. 
31n 193Z this bank closed its doors because ot the 
financial collapse of the country and was liquidated. In 
its place a new bank emerged••The Columbus National Bank. 
Interview with Arehille Vervena, January 14, 1960. 
4DeCeaaar1s later established the Garranty Loan in 
1921. Interview with Antonio DeCeaaaris, February 20, 1960. 
51nterview with Archille Vervena, January 14, 1960. 
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During this period, the .Italians began to advance 
themselves and entered many fields · of endeavor. In ao 
doing, these individual•, whether in politice, medicine, 
or l.aw, gr .~atly aided the prestige or the Italiana and 
led to the gradual deoline of the maltreatment of thia 
group. The Italian no longer had to depend on the Irish 
as interpreters to aid him in his legal matter. About 
1905 Antonio Capotoato, 1 Anthony Pettin1, and Luigi 
Defasquale 2 were pt-ominent in the legal ~rena., The first 
Italian to serve on the Providence School Committee••• 
John ~arone in 1908, and Ouist1no Benediotus became the 
.t'irst Italian to be elected to the Common Council ot 
Providence 1n the same year. Others were aot1ve in local 
politics and later becsme members of the couneil and the 
Rhode Island House of Repreaentativea••Adamo Aiello; 
Vito Famiglietti, Frank Alber, Michael Cardarelli, and 
the Mariani Family. 
By 1895 Dra. F. Cergo, Vairano, and Prlcio were 
tending to the me~ical needs of the Italo•Amer1oan 
communities. Other men were Dr. Luigi Scotti, i'Jr. Tito 
Angeloni, who alao was an alderman trom ·the third ward; 
and Dr. Vito L. Raia. There were many who beeame 
prominent dentists auch as Rocco DeFeo, Dr. Angelo Deconti, 
1u:e was the first Italian to be graduated from Harvard 
University School ot Law. Be also taught at th1e institu-
tion. The ercwning moment of his career was when he 
became an Aaaooiate Justice of the SSt!!pr·eme Court in 
Rhode Island. 
2He died recently, and the main thoroughfare on the 
Hill--Balbo Avenue--1s now named DePasquale Avenue honoring 
the famous judge. 
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Dr. Vincent DeConte, and Dr. Saverino Penn1ne. 1 
Italo-.Amerioana went into business and induatrJ 
alao. The Uncaa Manu.facturing Company :was founded by 
1'1ncent Sorre .nt1no. Uncas is one of the largest ring 
industries in the world. '!'r1far1 ot Rb.ode Island, 
internationally known today, was started in New York in 
1908 and later moved to this state. 2 There was also the 
establishment of the Imperial Knife Oomp~y. By 1920 
3 
the California Artl.ficial Plower Company was established 
by Michael D'A.gnillo, who oame to Providence in 1910 
from Argentina. 4 Still many other families such as the 
Ricc1ard1's, Mariani'jl, and the Pennine•• are known 
locally as. morticians. 
The development of the Italians in Rhode Island is 
largely colored by- their language and culture. Their 
solidarity was preserved by their language church, papers, 
soc1et1e8, and banks. Individually, the Italians have 
attained a position of prestige and .respect and have 
collectively contributed to the general welfare o~ the 
state of Rhode Isll:\Ild in the sooial, political, and 
economic arenas. They were affected by American 
institutions in their prooess ot becoming good citizens. 
Likewise, the Italian contributions have affected the 
.. 
"'Pesaturo, Italo•.Amerioan1, PP• 27-30. 
2Even1ns Bulletin, Noverabor 21, 1954, P• 14. 
3fesaturo, Italo•Americans, P• 31. 
4Even1!!g Bulletin, December 5, 1934, P• 10. 
.. 
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Ame:191can: en~~ronmen,,~fi As time passed, they beeeme 
I ( l 
more and .more 1.mporfaapt in pol1t1eal a.ffairs. 
CHAPTER III 
ITALO-AMERICAN REACTION TO WILSON•S VI~ws--
INDIVIDUALS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND EDITORIALS 
The Italo-Amerioan's bitter resentment of Wilson 
did not atart with the Paris Peaos Conference where he 
persistently denied Fiume to Italy. Instead, it dated 
ba~k to the year 1902 when his book entitled History~, 
the.American People was published. In this work, Wilson 
displayed a contemptuous attitude toward immigrants from 
oentral and eastern Europe and advocated the restrictions 
on the immigration of thi1 group. Sinoe the Italian 
element was the largest faction within this group ot 
immigrants, they took this as a direct insult. His 
uncomplimentary opinion of the Italians is plain from the 
following passage: 
But now there came multitudes of men of lowest 
class from the south ot Italy ••• Men out ot 
the ranks where there was neither skill nor 
energ7 nor any initiative of quick intelligence; 
and they came in numbers which increased from 
yew to yea:r, as if the oountriea or the south 
ot Europe were disburdenlng themselves ot the 
more sordid and hapless elements ot their 
population, the men whose standards of lite and 
of work wer~ such as American workmen had never 
dreamed or .1. 
The Italians as well aa other nationals or this group 
1woodrow Wilson, A History of the American People 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1902), pp. 212-13. 
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were further injured when he compared the Chinese to the 
"new immigrant. n "The Chinese were more to be desired• 
aa workmen if not aa citizens, than most of the coarse 
crew that came crowding 1n every year at the eastern 
ports." 1 
In the ·beginning Wilson, the scholar, did not sense 
the resentment of th&se people. When he aspired to the 
pr~s1dency in 1912, he took the initiative to purge 
himself of tho remark made a decade before. Realizing 
that opposition might hurt his opportunities for the 
nomination. Wilson made several s.ttempta to rectify his 
error•-eapec1ally when various newspapers of these 
immigrant groups began to criticize him. Italian news-
papers recorded ouch h8'8.dl1nes as •wood?'ow Wilson oontro 
I Cittadini Forestieri." 2 
Although the Italians did offer some form of protest, 
they failed to become effective because basically they 
w9re not organized as an e.oti ve pressure group. The 
majority were not o1t1zens and could not utilize the right 
ot franchise. The Italo•Am~riean did not burclen himself' 
with national iss,1es, for he had his own peculiar sectional 
and reglonal problems. These problems extended to social, 
econom1o, and religious matters. As a minority group 
already abused, they decided to remain inactive against 
liw11son, Histor,:, pp. 212-13. 
2woodrow Wilson is against foreign o1 tizena. 
Louis L. Gerson, Woodrow Wilson and the Rebirth ot Poland 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), p. 59. 
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Wilson. 
ciowever, by 1919 the Italians had progressed in many 
are&s to such an extent that leaders or national and local 
governments beomne aware of their yalue. 
~eapite earll~r hostility to Wilson, the Italo-Amerioane 
appes.r to ha.ve supported the President, s1noe he was the 
leader of' the Democratic Party nnd p!'omi sed to re-adjust 
the boundar1.es of Italy •1 But his declaration ot 
April 23, 1919, refusing Fiume to Italy, caused the 
alienation of this hyphenated group--nbove all in Rh.ode 
Island. Wilson's refusal to allow Fiume to be annexed to 
Italy :resulted 1n the orgsnization of Its.lo-American 
opposition to him. This was one of Wilson's greatest 
mistakes in ois career in pol1tica. 
t~ben Gabriele D'Annunzio seized Fiume, the Italians 
in Rhoda Islimd looked to this patriot as anoth&r Garibaldi; 
many were of the opinion that he wmlld restore Fiume to 
2 Italy through divine assistancs. Because ot appeals of 
the local Italian newspapers, many Italo-Amerioans not 
only gave their n:oral support of D'Annunzio but also 
financial contributions. 
One group was sponsored by the Sons ot Italy of 
Rhode Island in joint-cooperation -w! th their menber unit a 
throughout the Uni tad States. Loeally, 1 t was under the 
leadership of Vito Pam1gl1ett1, President or the organiza-
linterviaw with Luigi Scala, President of the 
Columbus National Bank, December 3, 1959. 
2L'Alba (Newport, R. I.)~ November 29, 1919, p. 1. 
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tion, and Luigi Cipolla, Grand Venerable. There were 
other groups, inoluding the.Loggia Carducci, La Loggia 
D'Annunzio, 1 Loggia G. Mazzini #509, 2 a religious society 
of Manton, R. I.--La Madonna Dell Defesa--under the 
leadership of Father Vittorio Cangiano, and the Italian 
Baptist Church of Federal Hill. Various individuals in 
Providenoe canvassed houses for money. 3 
The Italo-Americana of .rthode Island were so successful 
t):>.at they commanded the admiration of the Timea of Rome, 
Italy, which praised various local--espeoially the 
Teanese Society of Providenoe--groups for their financial 
assistance and other activities in their attempts to aid 
the Italians. 4 
Unable to convince Wilson, the Italians of Rhode 
Island resorted to pressuring their congressmen throagh 
petitions. The Rhode Islanders were able to gain the 
support of Senator Le Baron Colt and Representatives 
5 Clark Burdick and Ambrose Kennedy. Senator Colt received 
petitions asking for self-determination of the people ot 
Fiume. 6 One petition represented 5,000 Italo-Americana 
1L 1Echo Del Rhode Island, October 2, 1919, P• 1. 
211 Courriere Del Rhode Island (Providence, R. I.), 
November 22, 1919. 
3L'Echo Del Rhode Island, October 23, 1919, p. l. 
4~., June 28, 1919, p. 1. 
5senator Colt of Bristol was elected on the Republican 
Ticket in 1918. Representative Kennedy of Woonsocket and 
of the Third District was also a Republican. Representative 
Burdick was a native of Newport, representing the first 
Congressional district. 
60. s., Con~ressional Record, 66th Cong., lat Sass., 
1919, LVIII, Par 2, ll425. 
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of the Sons of Italy in iibode Island. 1 A petition 
representing the Board of Aldermen ot Providence and the 
54,000 Italians ot Rhode Island urged the Senator in the 
name of Justice to settle the Fiume question favorably 
for .Italy. 2 As Il Courriere Vel fihode Island expressed 
it in one of its headlines, 0 Giust1zla, non El.emosina. 113 
The aldermen of the Ninth Ward passed still another 
resolution on October 3, 1919 protesting the interference 
of the United States in European affairs. The resolution 
reads as follows: 
Whereas, there is a large number of 
American citizens of Italian parentage who have 
bravely· and loyally served and died for the 
self-determination of small nations and to make 
the world free for democracy, and 
ibereas, Italy, as an allied country, has 
heroically and efficiently performed her task 
in bringing about the downfall of our common 
enemies, and 
Whereas, the Italian people, both in and 
out of Italy, deem the city of Fiume as their 
own, both from historical and national reasons, 
be 1t hereby 
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution 
be sent to the Representatives of this State 
in the United States Senate. 4 
Senator Colt received other petitions from such 
societies as the Teanese Society and the Sooieta Ceasare 
lL'Echo Del Rhode Island, July 26, 1919, p. 1. 
2u. s., Congressional Record, 66th Cong., lat Sesa., 
1919, LVIII, Part 7, 6428. 
3Just1oe and not charity. Il Courriere Del Rb.ode 
Island, November 8, 1919, p. 1. 
4Evening Bulletin, October 3, 1919, p. 7. 
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1 Baptista. He responded that he would fully support their 
request by submitting these petitions to the Committee 
on Foreign Relations for further consideration. 2 A 
petition opposing United States support of Yugoslavia was 
also received by Representatives Ambrose Kennedy and 
Clark Burdick. 3 
Professor Vincent Cinquegrano, editor of Il Courriere 
Del Rhode Island, was one of the more influential 
individuals to arouse public reaction; he held numerous 
public rallies in Providence and Westerly and in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. He urged the development of "Patriotissimo 
Italianita" and the granting of Fiume to Italy. 4 
In gatherings for various purposes•-such as prepara-
tions for Columbus Day banquets--prominent Italo-Americans 
began to seek the support of the Italians to campaign 
against Wilson. 5 Irrespeotive of their political affilia- · 
tions, many Ita.lo-Aniericans condemned him. 'l'he general 
feelings expressed were that Fiume belonged to Italy not 
111 Courriera Del Rb.ode Island, July 12., 1919, P• 1. 
2L'Echo Del Rhode Island, July 26, 1919., P• 1. 
3n. s • ., Congressional Record, 66th Cong., 1st Seas., 
1919, LVIII, Part 1, 723. 
4Il Courriere Del Rb.ode Island, November 8, 1919., P• 1. 
, 5At these meetings were such men as Luigi DePasquale, 
Representative of the 14th District, Antonio Ventrone, 
Councilman of the 9th Ward, Adamo Aiello., Representative 
of the 11th District, Michael ~ardarelll, Representative 
of the 6th District, Antonio Capotoato, and various 
aiaermen and school committeemen. They usually met in the 
Sons of Italy Hall on Spruce Street. 
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only because the inhabitants desired to be annexed but 
also as a reward ror Italy's services during the war.l 
The contention was the one that England and Franoe would 
have lost the . war 1.f Italy had not joined them. Italy's 
1mper1alistio motives were camouflaged by allegations that 
she could have remained neutral and had been a former 
member of the Triple Alliance. Finally, these Ita.lo-
Americans· argued, since Croatia had always aided Austria, 
why not give Fiume to an ally? These were the facts, 
they concluded, that Wilson had overlooked. 2 
At several Columbus Day banquets 3 held on the Hill, 
Providence's Mayor Gainor praised the Italian for his 
co-operation and spirit of Americanization. 4 
There were other groups opposing Wilson in his 
stand on Fiume- A small representation of ths faculty 
at Brown University, and the lihode Island Foresters 
Association, 5 openly supported tho Italo•Ameriaan movement 
to attempt to innuenoe Wilson. 
When the problems of the Adriatio area were under 
oonsideration. L'Echo Del Rhode Island .questioned the 
motives of Wilson and denounced him for "attempting to 
lEvening Bulletin, October 2, 1919, P• a • . 
2~., October 3, 1919• p. 7. 
3Tbeae banquets in 1919 honored not only Columbus 
but also D'Annunz1o in an attempt to raise funds for his 
· c-pa1gn. 
4Evening.Bulletin, October 13, 1919, 
511 Courriere Del Rhode Island, November 8, 1919, p. 1. 
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give Danzig to Poland" but changing his policy in the 
case of Fiume, which he promised to Yugoslavia. 1 The 
President said, "Thi a government Wni ted States_) cannot 
accept a settlement the terms of which have been admitted 
to be unwise and anjust." 2 In granting Fiume to Yugoslavia, 
Wilson justifted his actions. Italy had not been granted 
Fiume in the Pact of London, and in view of the commercial 
and economic aspects, thia port would be a suitable outlet 
to tha Adriatic ~or the Sla~a. 
Defending the elements of isolation, The Italian 
~ expressed its opinion that Wilson was not fulfilling 
the principles handea down by George Washington and waa 
embarking upon a new form of diplomacy which in itself 
was revolutions.ry. The newspaper labelled him a "spirited 
oolt." 3 The Echo did stress that Wilson's Fourteen Points 
we:re good sound principles, but the President had 
"crucified• himself in the application of his prino1ples. 
Moreove:r, because of his political beliers, Wilson was 
charged with ignoring the consultations or the Republ1oan 
dominated congress. Even at this early stage, the editor of 
the paper, quoting the Italian nationalist, Oount Cavour, 
predicted the future politioal suicide of Wileon. Cavour 
observed that,"In order to govern people, one must have 
brains and reason. A brain that lets itself be destroyed 
1L~Echo Del Rhode Island, January 11, 1919, p. 1. 
2u. s., Senate Documents, 66th Cong., 2d Sess., XV, 
7671. 
· 
3t 1 Echo Del Rhode Island, April 24, 1919. 
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by ambition becomes a good piece of dough to make pastry.~ 1 
As some critics states, Wilson ignored Republican opposition 
and comments and was determined to get his own way. 
The Italian Echo bitterly attaeked the Providence . 
Evening Tribune and the Providence News as Democratic . · 
outlets which confused and defaced the real isaues because 
of party solidarity, and it urged the Italo-Americans to 
vote by oonviction in the forthcoming alection. 2 
In an open letter to the editor of the New York Times, 
which had favored Wilson, Cinquegrano attempted to correct 
the editor. He stated that as long as traditions, culture, 
end language were considered intrinsically a part of history, 
these very facts reveal to mat country the Adriatic belonged. 3 
The Providenoe Journal stated in an editorial., "To force 
1t ~dr1a.tio]upon the hands 0£ Yugoslavia would be an 
unnatural act." As a pos!ible alternative, the paper did 
recomment givlng some African posssssions to Italy to 
compensate for the way she had been-denied that which 
rightfully belonged to her. 4 
In an editorial dated June 7, 1919, 11 Courriere Del 
Rhoda Island stressed that the actions of Wilson would 
alienate the Italian hyphenate group. In 1919 the Fiume 
question did cause the loss of the Italo•Americwi support. 
lL 1 Echo Del Rhode Island, June 19, 1919. 
2Ibid., Ootober 2, 1919. 
-
311 Courriere Del Rhoda Island, February 1, 1919. 
4Providenoe Journal, July 3, 1919 
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This was particularly evident in Rhode Island. 
Realizing the seriousness of the situation, President 
Wilson, as reported in the Providence Journal, now desired 
the assistance of Senator Colt of Rhode Island to win 
support for hie League or Nations. In the 8-'l,ection ot 
1918, Wilson had urged the people of Rhode Island tc 
deteat Colt, but it was pr1m11rily the Italo-American vote 
tha.t secured tht- Rhode Islander his pos1 tion in Congress. 
President Wilson attempted to gain the friendship of the 
Senator from Rhode Island in the hope that he would also 
aequire Rhode Island Italo-.American support. 1 He invited 
a select group of Congres8men, including Senator Colt, 
to a White House Conferenoe. i1he Prasident's aim waa to 
have theee men sponsor h1.m ln th~ir native states. 
Senator Colt stated, "This does not mean that I reached 
a deoislon that the League should be ratified in the 
precise .form in. whioh it ls now presented.tt 2 The Senator, 
realizing the r~perouesions locally as well as nationally, 
belonged to the group that favored an international 
organ1£at1cn, but only if certain compromises were made. 
Colt never actually support~d Wilson .. 
A atror..g opposition to Wilson grew in the country 
as a whole and ln Rhode Island in particular. By the end 
of the year, 1919, largely through the initiative of the 
leader of the Republican Party, Senator Henr7 Cabot Lodge, 
lprovidenoe Journal, July 19, 1919. 
2Ibid., July 20, 1919. 
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the ~at1t1oat1on of tha Treaty of Versailles with the 
League ot Nations was delayed. It was primarily the 
Repub11oan Ital.1o-.Amer1oans who persuaded the Italians to 
oppose Wilson and h1s ·Demoorat1o supporters. 
CHAPTER IV 
NATIO}!ftL OPI•OSITIQl; 
Among the ets.unch opponents of Wilson ware the 
majority ot Republicans and Lodge, 1n partioular, who 
smarted over the defeats in 1912 and 1916. Wilson'• 
£allure to appoint any outstanding Republican political 
leaders to the Paris Peaoe Commission ar~ueed still 
greater indignation on their part. When the League of 
Nations was proposed, the Republicans, to restore their 
own popularity, began a campaign to dampen their 
oppos1tion•s. 
The "ro1md robin" 1n March, 1919, declared openly 
the hostility of thirty•seven Republican Senators to 
the League of Nations. In 1912 the Republicans were not 
a united gro'.lp, but after Wilson's suooesses; a carefully 
planned campaign of reorganization begAn with the purpose 
ot' de£eating the incumbent and his party. 
Senator Lodge called for a dlplomatic policy which 
should be "without bluster and without cringing." He 
advocated that th6 strength and position or the United 
States as a member of the cmigmuni ty of nations oould be 
maintained only when coupled with justice and fs.1r 
dealings concerning Flume. 
Senator Lodge, along with Thaodore liooaevelt, waa 
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the strongest nationally known politician to support a 
"League to Enfor~e Peace• until Wilson took the aeme 
position in 1916. It must have been his opposition to 
the President that made him revolt against the decisions 
of Versailles. In his speech ot August 12, 1919 before 
the Senate, Lodge defended th~ forcss of isolationism 
and opposed the Covenant of the League of Nationa. In 
essence the speech is as follows: 
National I must remain, and in that way l, 
like all other Americans, can render the 
amplest service to the world. The United 
States is the world's best hope; but it you 
fetter her 1n the interests and auarrels of 
other nations, if you tangle her~in the 
intrigues of Europe, you will destroy her 
power for good and endanger her very existence. 
Leave her to march freely through the 
centuries to come, as in the yeara that have 
gone. Strong, generous, and confident, she 
has nobly served mankind. Beware how you 
trlfie with your marvelous inheritance, thi.e 
great land of liberty, for if we stumble and 
fall, rreedom anf civilization everywhere will 
go down in ruin. 
Senator Lodge once stated to hia colleague Senator 
Borah or Idaho that he hoped to defeat Wilson's Treaty 
even it it had to be by- a single vote in the Senate. 2 
His determination was suah that Lodge was willing to 
veto any of Wilsontfs proposals. It was in this frame ot 
mind that the able politician from Massachusetts capitalized 
1u. s., Senate Documents, Memorial Addresses on 
Henry Cabot Lodge, 68th Cong., 2d Sesa., 1925, Sen. Doc. 
232, pp. 16-17. As cited in an address by Senator Walsh 
of Massaohusetta, Monday, December l, 1924. 
2Buhl t. Bartlett. The League to Enforce Peace 
(Cha~el Hill: The University or North Carolina Press. 
1944), P• 133. 
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on the many immigrant groups as one method of strengthening 
the opposition to Wilson. It is said that the Senator 
was an ardent advocate ot .Americanism rather than 
partisanship. His support of the war waa wholehearted 
as was his opposition to the President• a policy after 
the war. DUPing the war, because national aecuri ty waa 
endangered, Lodge eompromieed with Wilson; but later 
his personal animosity towards the man overcame him. 
fh.e forces or the hyphenates--Italian, Irish, German, 
Polish, etc.--believed that the Senate could redreaa 
their grievances. Senator Lodge felt that the only way 
he and the Republican party could aid them was by 
bringing all forms of pressure on Wilson and his part7. 
In a telegram to the Italo-Amerioan societies ot 
Boston, which must have been known to similar Providence 
groups, he stressed that he would support their movement 
to annex Fiume to Italy beoauae Italy•a national security 
was at stake and an7 contrary movement favoring the Slavs 
was 8 purely commercial and economic.• Comparing the 
city ot Bew Orleans to that ot Fiume, he noted that it 
the former oit7 were under a foreign power, the United 
States' security would be jeopardized; so too would be 
Italy's if ahe did not obtain Fiume. Although Lodge 
did introduce his own •reservations• to the League, he 
knew from the beginning that they would not be accepted 
by the originator. 
The cause ot the Italian was greatly accented when 
Senator F. B. Brand~gee introduced into the Senate a 
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newspaper article which purported to 1lluatrate how · 
Wilson had discovered the problems of &rope. It questioned 
the President's experience as a diplomat compared to that 
of the &lropeana. The conoluaion arrived at demonatrated 
how Wilson had strengthened the enmity existing between 
Italy and the Slavs and now including the United Statea. 1 
Iri a similar manner, Senator Philander c. Knox 
quoted an article from the Philadelphia North America. 
It stressed that it the Adriatic were allotted to 
Yugoslavia a.a Wilson contended, · Italy would autfer 
economically. Piume should not be given to Italy because 
of the Pact ot 1915 but should be given on the grounds ot 
self-determlnation. 2 The Senator remarked that the peace 
ot the worl4 was endangered by Wilson's action. 3 Thus 
the Republicans were now on their •bandwagon• in a 
strong anti-Wilson campaign. 
There were other congressmen who protested. Senator 
Lawrence Y. Sherman ot Illinois &fJDpathized with the Italo-
Americans. He illustrated this by presenting documentary 
evidence• that the people of Fiume tour days before the 
aigriing of the Armistice desired to be a part ot Italy. 
He declared in Congress that "Fiume is Italian by the 
lu. s., Congressional Record, 66th Cong., lat 8es1., 
LVIII, 1919, Part 4, 3658, citing an article of Frank 
Simmonds ot the New York Tribune. 
2
~., 66th Cong., 1st Sess., LVIII, 1919, Part 4, 3661. 
3Ibid. 
-
4He uaed as his sources the personal interviews ot 
those who £ormerly inhabited Fiume. 
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blood that flows in her veins, the words of her mouth, 
and the bui-ning desire other heart." 1 He also cited the 
many individuals who were a part or the American delegation 
to the peace commission and had resigned their positions 
because ot their loss ot faith in the President. 2 He 
quoted the letter ot resignation 
1e as follows: 
ot William Bullit. It 
!heretore the dut7 ot the Government of the 
United States to its own people and to 
mankind 1s to reruae to aign or ratify this 
unjust treaty• to retuee to guarantee its 
settlement by entering the League • • • to 
retuae to entangle the United States 
further ••• • ~o Wilsoiy I am sorry tou did 
not tight our fight to a finish and that you 
had 10 little faith in the millions ot men 
like my!ell, in ever, nation. who had faith 
in 7ou. -
Congress now began to feel the pressure of the newly 
organised Itali4m~Amerioana. It adopted a resolution 
which reads as followss 
Whereas, the census -of Fiume shows an 
Italian population of 28,911 and a Slav 
population of 10,927, an Italian majorit7 ot 
17,984; and 
Whereas, the population of the village ot 
Susaek, which is separated from Fiume and to 
which no claim for annexation is made by Italy, 
ia composed or 3,871 Slavs and 658 Italians; 
and 
Whereas, the two sections, even when 
taken together, show a total population ot 
lu; s. , Co~reasional Record, 66th Cong., 1st Sees., 
LVIII, 1019 , ,~ 8, 3299, ., 
· 2Here Senator Sher-man cited The London Star ot 
April 14, 1919, which n.oted the names or the members ot the 
American delegation • . 
3u. s.,Congresaional Record, 66th Cong., lat Sess • • 
LVIII, 1919, Part 3, 3299. 
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29,569 Italians and 14~798 Slave, or a clear 
Italian majority ot 14,771 · 1n · both the oit7 
ot Fiume and th& village ot Sus■ ekJ and 
Where••• certain Jugo•Slav ott1ce.ra 
changing these figures to contuse impartial 
and d1sinte~ested parties in .furtherance ot 
their avowed pUPJ)oae or creating oppoaition 
against and attempting to prev•nt the annexa• 
t1on ot Piume t~ Ital7; encl · 
Whereas, it 11 the desire ot the Senate 
ot the Unite4 States to mete juatice to all 
parties conoerne4 without tear or favor, when 
the treat7 ot peace between the United States 
ot America and its Allies on one part and the 
Auatro•Bungarian GoYernment on the other part 
shall be presented to the United States Senate 
tor ratif1oat1on; and 
Whereas, it is the desire ot the Senate 
ot the United States to be properly advised as 
to the population 0£ the cit7 or Fiume and _ot 
the village ot Suesek, so that its judgment or 
dec1e1on ••7 be not rendered difficult an 
account ot talee and unaupported ola1m1; 
therefore be it 
Resolved, that the President ot the 
United Statea to be requeated it not ineompatible 
with public 1nterost, to inatruot the delegation 
or the Un1te4. States ot America at the Peace 
Conterenoe at Versailles to secure, in conJuno• 
tion with the repruentation or our Alliea•• 
Great Britain, FPance, Ital7, and Japan•-and 
under their joint impartial, and personal control 
a correct cenaua showing the correct population 
ot Fiume and the rtllage ot Suaaek aeparatel7, 
and its diviaion aceording to raoe, oolor, or 
nationalitieA, and to fol"Ward. the same to the 
Senate tor its a4v1oe and gu14anoe at the earliest 
possible moment.l 
Other petitions aueh as the reaolution from the Houae2 
3 
and a joint resolution from Congraaa were adopted. 
lu. s. • Ooyreaa1onal Reoord. 66th Cong., lat Seas., 
LVIII, 1919, fart•• Si§§. 
2 66th C~ng,, let Seas,, LVIII, 1919, Parts. 5887. Ibid.• 
-
3tb1d., 66th Oong., lat Seas., LVIII, 1919, Part l, 554. 
-
Lodge's committee began to .hold public hearings in 
early September, 1919. At one of its aeaaiona, there 
appeared several p~rsona who embraced Ital7 1s cause. 
Congreesman Fiorello H. LaGuudia ~t N&w York, representing 
the Sons ot Italy in America, atated that .while at Par1e 
he talked w~tb Oolonel Rouse and came to en underatanding 
which would aolve the Adriatic problem. This agresnant 
would unite Fiume and Susaek aa a colleetive unit to 
Italy; it urged that the ~rt• of Fiume as well as Zara 
and Sebeon1oo should be free sections . Finall7, ItalJ' 
would relinquish certain island• in the Aegean . 1 
In the same meeting betore this body, Senator 
. ' 
s. A. Cotillo ,ot New York, representing the Italo-Ameriuana 
of the United Statea, re•atfirmed to the committee the 
Fiumeans• right to aelt-determination, referring to Wilson's 
Fourteen Points and the Declaration of imperor Charles l 
or Austria which guaranteed thia prino1ple . Senator Cotillo 
then presented to the committee the October Deolaration 
or the Fiumeane, which had or1g1nally ·been forwarded to the 
Commission in Paria . The reaolution reads aa follows: 
The Italian National Council ot Fiume, aaeembled 
today in t'ull aeeeion, declares that by reason 
of that right whereby all the nations haTe 
att81ned independence and 11bert7 the eity ot 
Fiume, which up to now·waa a "separate boAJ" 
constituting an Italian National Commune, also 
lu. s. , Senate Dooumenta, B&aringa before the Committee 
ot For•ign Relation■, 66th Cong., 1st Beas . , X, 1109fr . 
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claims tor itself the right ot selt•dete:rmination. 
Taking ita atand on this right. the National 
Council proelaima Flume united to 1ta mother 
l~d. Italy. the Italian 1fat1onal Oouncil 
coneidere •• pro'ri.a1onal the state ot things 
that oommenoed on October 28, 1918, and it 
places its right• under .· the protection · ot 
Am.s:rioa, the Kother or Libet'f;y and ot . 
UniYersal Demoo.racy. And it awaita the aanotio~! 
ot this right at ,he hand ·of the peace oongr•••• 
The Senator trom ••• York l.U'ge4 the oomm.ittee maber• 
to auppoi-t such an ·1nt•rn~tiona1 oause and hoped that they 
1n turn would Pequeat the .American government to nego-1.ate 
-llitb this lational Council .of Fiume. In oloaing he 
Jteiterated. the ple ·a ot Senator a. L. Owen, •shall ·•• 
queation ItalT when the Ite.liana b7 ten a • -ot thoueand.• and. 
hundred• ot thou,ands died tor a common o&uee with u•t• 8 
Senator George B. Moaea, a memba · ot the eommittee, questioned 
tho•e testlt71ng. Wou14 the League or Nation• be 
intluential 1n atta1a1ng Fiume•s annexation to ital7T 
The Senator trom New York re-apond.ed that the $i'illment 
ot the Fiwae _ane t a,apiratioaa la7 1n the hands ot the 
United State•, and th1• was reoogniaed to be .their onl.7 
h.ope. 3 
lu.. s.: Senate Do•ewnent1, Hearinga, P• 1120. !hi :• . 
lational Council aent a aelegation $0 the Peace Contei-eaoe 
but waa not admitted. To the Piuaean■ thia was a violation 
ot their deelarat1on of October 28, 1918. The F1wnean1 
aent a telegram to the · Peaee Oommisa1on stating, "w•· are 
Italian.a 8114 not a saYag• tJ'il.>e, an4 , • • a:-e men who 
cannot l>elieve that uationa ot •••h1naton, GE Victor Hugo., 
ot Gladatone dare to ahoot their cannons against a little 
1ndetens1ble town • • • We are now and foreva more pi-ou4 
of our libert1 and our Italianity." Thia telegram waa 
also roi-war4ed to Senator Lodge. · 
2Ib1d., as stated before the u. s. Senate, lul7 31, 1918. 
-
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Dr. t. Vaocaro of Delaware denied Wilson's contention 
that Yugoslavia needed the port of Fiume 1n view .of the 
many good natural po~ta she already possessed. 1 !he 
Slavs had an excellent railroad system running from these 
ports to Sarajevo and Belgrade. 2 
.Although there were many testifying, one made a 
favorable impression on the senatora--W. H. Fields. He 
revealed the sentiments ot the minority members of the 
American delegation to the peace conference, which had 
favored House's idea of giving Fiume to Italy, and submitted 
their signed statements to the committee in a form ot a 
declaration. 3 
In reality, Lodge was as unconcerned about the 
Italian problem in the Adriatic as was Wilson. However, 
he observed the reaction of the Italo•Americans and 
exploited it. Wilson overtly opposed them; Lodge said 
he agreed with them and led them to believe that he could 
help them. He knew that this would be an impossibility; 
but in view or the rorthcoming election, Lodge, the 
politician, needed their aupport to defeat the Democrats. 
lHe referred to the porte ot Buecari, Carlo Page, 
Spalato, Moroassa, etc. 
2u. s., Senate Documents, Hearings, p. 11,s. 
3~., P• 1148. Mr. Fields we.a also e. member ot 
the delegation to Paris. 
CHAPTER V 
THE ELE:C!TION OF 1920--NATIONAL, LOCAL 
B&njamin Fran~lin once. stated that America was a 
nation ot politicians. Politics has always been one of 
its greatest indoor and outdoor sports. Inevitably, 
politics has had a great influence in the making ot 
American foreign policy. A apectacular illustration of 
politics in foreign affairs occured during the period ot 
1919-1920. Senator Lodge declared at one time that 
politics should •atop at the three-mile line.u However, 
Lodge did not even stop at this international boundary. 
Instead, he gave an unprecedented demonstration of how 
partisan advantage may be put above the nation's welfare. 1 
The supporters ot Lodge predicted from the beginning 
that the Senate would engage in none of the great debates 
1n the history ot popular government.• 2 Lodge himself 
stated that the League would be the •biggest Republican 
s 1asuo since the Civil War." 
lThomas A. Bailey, The Man in the Street (New York: 
The Maomillan Company, 1§ia), P• as~ 
2Karl Schr1ftg1easer, The Gentleman from Massaohusett•: 
Henri Cabot Lodge (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 
1944, P• 304. 
3Ib1d • ., P• 305. 
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The forces of partisanship became more acute when 
Wileon•s views were voiced at the Jackson Day Dinner on 
January a, 1920. 
We oannot rewrite this treaty. We must take 
it without changes which alter its meaning, or 
leave it, and t.h• after the rest ot the World 
hae signed 1t, we muat face the unthinkable 
task of qiaking another and separate treaty with 
Germany.l 
Joseph Tumulty, the President's secretary, waa aware 
of the uncompromising objectives of the opposition and 
believed that a milder attitude on the part of Wilson 
concerning hia Adriatic stand might revive hia popularity 
in the forthcoming eleotion. 2 
The presidential secretary repeatedly urged Wilson 
to seek political support by touring the country, e1pec1·a1ly 
in sections such aa New Bhgland where the hyphenate groups 
were concentrated. Tumulty waa reaponaible for Wilson•• 
viait to .Providence on February 25, 1919. 3 At first, the 
predominately Republican Rhode Island House retuaed to 
extend an invitation to Wilson. Later it became bitterly 
divided over the wording ot the original reaolution inviting 
the President. The phrasing of the draft praised the 
President's auocesa at Paris and promised assi1tanoe in 
lNew York Times, January 9, 1920, P• 1. 
2John M. Blum, Joe Tumultz and the Wilson Era {Boston: 
Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1951), P• 183. 
~Prior to this address, the President spoke at 
Boaton on the 24th of that month. 
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the rurtheranoe ot hi• policies "in behalf ot humanity 
and Dernocraoy." 1 However, a compromise resolution waa 
later adopted. It read as follows: 
Resolved, that his Excellanoy, the Governor, 
1n behalf of the people of the State of Rhode 
Ialand, be and 1s hereby requested to extend 
a aordial invitation to the President of the 
United States to visit and address the people 
of the State ot Rhode Island at such time ae 
may suit his oonvenienoe while en route from 
the Peace Con.ferenoe in France, and, be it 
also 
Resolved, that two members of the Honorable 
Senate, to be appointed by His Honor, the 
Lieutenant-Governor, and three members of the 
House ot Representatives, to be appointed by 
the Honorable Speaker, shall constitute a 
joint •elect Committee to receive the President 
or the United Statee 1n a manner appropriate 
to the character of the d1st1ngu1ahed gueet and 
the dignity of the State of Rhode Ialand.2 
However, bacauae of political developments in 
Washington, the President ma4e only a brief stop in 
Providence at Union Station and gave a four•minute speech. 
My fellow oitizena: I only hope you are as 
glad to tee me aa I am to see 7ou. It does mJ 
heart good to get such a welcome. I feel very 
homesick. I ought not to say that when I think 
how the people of the World have come to trust 
the people of America. It is up to us neves-
to d1s~ppo1nt that trust, the heart of the World 
would be broken. We have no axe to grind and 
the world knowa it. ~hen the nations of the 
world want to get an unselfish opinion, they 
turn to Amerioa..3 
'l'here were thousands oi spectators present at Union Station 
-------------------------------1Providence Journal, February 20, 1919, P• 1. Thia 
resolution was defeated by a vote or 58-30. 
2~., February 21, 1919, p. 1. 
31.!2!!.•, February 26, 1919, p. 1. 
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who, hoping to hear something enlightening and inspirational, 
were disappointed. The President was ill-prepared for 
his Rhode Island audience. 1 
Tumulty had hoped to make the President's return to 
America, betTfeen trips abroad, a reception for a het>o. 
Instead, because of the President's inflexibility, which 
I 
caused the tur .ther deteriore.tion or his popularity, the 
Republican propaganda, and the harsh senatorial attacks 
on the League by Republican aspirants for the presidential 
nomination, Tumulty's attempt to save .the President failed. 
As one Southern newspaper remarked, "Patience, F.urope, we 
aen 't bother with these little world problems until we 
2 decide who is to get the offiee.• 
In the election of 1920, the paramount issue in 
Rhode Island, on which the Republicans snd Italo•Amerioan 
factiona gave their efforts, centered on Wilsoniam. In 
many editorials, the Italo~Amerioans' newepapers openly 
displayed their support of the entire Republican slate, 
except the incumbent Democrat, Mayor Joaeph Gainor o:f 
' 3 Providence. Tha newspaper t 1!llba stated in one of its 
lprovidance Journal, February 26, 1919, P• 1. 
2Thomas A. Bailey. Woodrow Wilson and the Great 
Setra:yal (New Yorkt The Macmillan Company, 1945}, 48-49. 
31nterview with the Providence City Treasurer, 
Michael Cardarelli, February 9, 1960. Mayor Gainor was born 
and raised among the Italians in the North Fad. A peculiar 
relationship existed between Gainor and the Italo-Americana, 
since it was this individual who enabled Guistino »enedictua 
to be the rtrst Italian on the City Council in 1908 and 
John Barone in the aame year to be a member of the Sohool 
Committee. He was also responsible ror the activity or 
other Italians in looal gove?-nment. 
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editorials that Italo•Americana should not vote for the 
Dmnocratic presidential candidate, Govamor James Cox ot 
Ohio, since he was reported to be "absolutely at one" with 
th~ Prs-sident and was no friend of the Italian. 1 L 1Alba 
then urged the Italians to vote for the Republican 
candidate, Sena.to1• Wart•en G. Harling of Oh1o. 2 
Il Courriere Del.Rhode Island, in one of its headlines, 
labelled VJilson as an enemy of the people--" A Wilsoniano 
Foedere Gentium: Libera Nos Domine 0 --then urged the Italo-
3 Americe.ns to vote Republican. The Italian element was 
greatly influenced by auoh rhetorical expressions, a.~d it 
is quite understandable why they would be so motivated. 
Public rallies were another means of inf'luenoing the 
ItA.lo-P...mericans. Many were hald in l.-:ey locations in the 
Ital. ian eommuni ty by those who sought election. The 
politicians desired to achieve their own ambitions by 
capitalizing on the n~tional issue. 
There w~re also opportunities t,o see and hear national 
lea~ers. At Infantry Hall in July, 1919, Senator Hiram 
Johnson of California spoke to two thousand Rhode Isla11ders. 
In view of .. :;he large representation of' Italo-.Americans, 
he was effectiYe in stirring u.p animosity against Wilson 
by condemning the entire Covenant of the League of Nations. 
lt'Alba, October 23, 1920. 
2tbi~., October 30, 1920. 
3nw11son 1a an onsny of the people, dellve1" us from 
him O Lord." August 1·1,, 1920. 
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Appealing to the mothers of Rhode Island, he stated, 
"Do you American mothers want your boys to have to go 
over and die fighting for ••• Yugoslav1a?" 1 On 
November 1, the day before the election, Senator Lodge 
spoke at Faneu.il Hall in Boston. In hi1 noon-day 
address, Lodge stated that the Democrats would repudiate 
Wilson and that they would vote Republican because 
they were tired of Wilson's taotics. 2 
There were other motives for the people or Rhode 
Island to vote Republican. Governor R. Livingston Beechman 
or Rhode Island, who fonnerly opposed Senator Harding but 
who was said to have been assured of a political appo1nt-
ment,3 was influential in insuring Harding's nomination. 
The Rhode Island Republican leaders used the possibility 
lDavid Patten, "The Greatest Story" series which 
appeared in the Providence Journal, January 5, 1954, 
No. 10. Mr. Patten, a well-known author 1n the local 
area, was formerly the managing editor of the Providence 
Journal and Evening Bulletin. The series began on 
December 6, 1953 and was completed on May 14, 1954. 
2Providence Journal, November 2, 1920. This 
statement. appeared on the morning of the election, 
thereby giving confidence to the Italo-Amerioana to 
vote against Wilson. 
3He had aspired to the vice-presidency but rumors 
speculated that he might be the future Ambassador to 
the Court of St. Jamee in England. He then iledged 
$20,000 to $50,000 to aid Harding. Patten, The 
Greatest Story," Providence Journal, January 8, 1954, 
No. 11. 
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or Beechman 1s being nat1onallJ honored as an argument to 
gain public support ot their party. 
Wilson• a CPUaade came to an encl on lfo-vem~er 2, 1920_, 
when ■ome twfJD.t7••1x million Aaerioan ~oter• cast 16,158,000 _ 
votea, an UDpreoeclente4 plw-ality ot 7,000,000, tor the 
ati.Tooat• ot ••Ol'maloy," Harding. Thi I waa ·• popular Tote 
ot 60.35 peroent and had never been equalled •tnoe the 
4a7a ~t Georg~ Waahington. 1 !he pred1ot1on ot Ledge that 
• the Amer1oans would repudiate W1laon came t;rue when Cox 
ta1le4 to carry even his own atate. 2 
In an editoJtial, the !Tovidence Joi.u-nal . 1tated that 
the results . of the.eleotiona 1nd1oated that the Amaioan 
people did not 4eaire the •supra-gov•rnment• at Geneva 
and that th• "American people will not tolerate 111-an7 
pubiio servant the offensive attitude ot auper1or1t7.• 
Senator Lodge, exulting 1n hia victory over ~ilaon, stated 
tha\ the Bepubl1oan aucoeas waa in realit7 a victory tor 
the American people and that it •would put the Governaent 
back ,o ita Conatitutional toraaa and 1!m1tationa.• 3 
. . 
The Republican landalide waa also felt looallJ, tor 
ever,. one ot the th1ri7-n1ne eitiGa .#'•~;,:l ~owna in Bhod.e 
Iala.nct4 succumbed to the conae:rvati'.ve elanent. It was the 
greatest single victory in the h1ator7 ot Rhode Island. 
lta the election of 1916, Wilson .defeated hie 
Republican opponent, Oharlea Evens Hughes of Hew York, b7 a 
plurality ot IIV,681 • 
. 
2Ba1lq, The Great Betrayal, P• 334ft. 
3P~ov1dence Journal, November 3, 1920. 
4Patten, "Greatest Story," P:rovidenoe Journal, 
January a, 19M, No. 11. 
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The Republican candidate for Governor, Ihory San Souoi, 
defeated the Democratic candidate, Alfred Sullivan, by an 
impre1aive plurality of 50,000 votee. 1 Many D~ocratio 
1tronghold1 such aa Central Palla, Cumberland, Burr1lv1lle, 
and Providence voted Republican. Governor-elect San Souci 
received a plurality ot 16,.000 votea from Providen~• -~one. 
,. . 
The city ot Woonsocket ·,, normally Democratic, had a · lepublioan 
. . . 
pllll"•lity or _2,000. · Cranston 1upported the ftepu.~li _oana 
by a three · to one major! ty, while Bewport and Pawtuciket 
gave a two to one ~•Jority. 2 
The tact muat not be overlooke4 that the Republican 
party earnestly etrove to gain the Italian vote in order 
to counteract the ettect ot the Irish vote upon which the 
Democrats usually relied, However, the Irish were 
politically divided over Article X ot the Covenant and 
many or them alao voted Republican. 
The total number or votes cast tor the Republican 
prea1dent1al nominee in Rhode Island was 107,463 aa compared 
3 to 55,062 tor the Demoeratic nominee, a plurality ot 52,401. 
Thia was indeed a significant victory tor the Republicans, 
tor in the election of 1912 Wilson received a plurality ot 
4 2,709. Mayor Gainor was the only Democratic incumbent 
to be re-elected, which indicated the increased strength 
' 
1
.Patten, •areatest Story,• Providence Journal, 
January s, 1954, No. 11. 
2Prov1denoe Journal Almanac ot l,921, P• 115. 
3Providence Joumal A!!J9:ac or 1913, P• 42. 
4Providenoe J'oul'Dal Almana1 ot 192!, P• 157. 
3 
8 
9 
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TABLE 4 
THE TOT.AL QU.ALIPIID VOTERS IN 1'BE 
HEAVILY !TALI.AH POPULATED WARDS AND DISTRICTS 
II . PROVIDENCB IN 1920 8 
Hea.,- Italian 
Voting Diatr1cts 
Total qualified voter ■ Total Qu.al1t1ed 
or those Diatriots Votera ot Wards 
Firat, Pi.tth. and 7,086 29,477 Sixth 
Fir1t, Second., and 8,36"1 16,845 
Fifth 
First, 
Fitth 
Thil'd, and 5,602 29,414 
•Pl'ovidenoe Joumal §manao ot 1921, pp. 11s,120. 
b?rovidenoe City Manu9l, Prepared b7 the C1t7 Clerk, 
William. E. Clark (Providence: The Providenoe Press, Snow & 
Farnham, City Printers, 1905), p. 180. 
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of the Italo•.American vote. Predominately Italian Warde 
Three, Nine, and Eight gave 3,263, 2,418, 4,122 votes 
respectively. l The Mayor received, in toto, 34,080 votes. 
Another indication that the Ita.lo•Amar1ea.n voted . Republican 
was the fact that many De1nocrat:l,e candidates ot this 
nationality were defea.ted. 2 Luigi DePasqual.e was seeking 
to be elected as the Congressman .of the Seoond Diatriot. 
Nevertheless, many Italians were elected on the Republican 
tioket. In the House of Representatives, auoh men as 
Louis v. Jaokvon7 of the 14 Repreeentative Diatriet ot 
the 'l'hird Ward, Benjmnin Cianocaruto of the 14 Representative 
District of the Ninth Ward, and Joseph Veneziole of the 
17 Representative District of the Ninth Ward. Louis Calla 
of the Ninth Ward was elected to the Board ot Aldermen in 
Providence. In the Common Council, Rocco Famiglietti was 
the representative of the Third Wud and Peter J. Caldarone 
and Frank J. Rivelli represented the Ninth Ward.a. On the 
Providence School Committee, Michael Cardarelli of the 
Third Ward and F. Arthur DeBlasio of the Ninth Ward were 
elected. 
The great majority of Italians were still newcomer• 
in 19ft¢'.., They were unaoouatomed to the polltioal aspects 
of' .American aooi st7. It was natural for them to seek 
guidance from the more educated, influential, and experienced 
fellow Italian as well as the local Italian newspaper. 
These were Republicans. Already instilled with a deep 
1P:rovidence Journal Almanac of 1921, p. 157. 
2Ibid., P• 150. 
_, 
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arreotion ror their native land, Ita.17, the7 ware 
receptive to argument• against fills .on. The7 voted 
ltepubl1oan. 
The elite Italians, as rew as the7 were, helped to 
organize an effective ~reaau»e group--th• ltalo-Americana. 
In 1912, the aooio•eeonomic bai-r1era as well as the 
language ditf1cultiea ma4e the •bloo" ot the Itali~n votes 
i:naigw.rioant. However. by 1920, educatl'(,n and the many 
social advancement• achieved b7 Italian• ~a4e possible a 
atrong ·hyphenate group. 
CONCLUSION 
The deo1aions as to Italian national policy, like 
those of any other national state, are muoh more the result 
ot geography than they are of any particular racial 
character. Since she was the weakest ot the great powers, 
Italy could not assume a dominant role in the power 
politics of the European continent, Instead, she constantly 
played on the rivalries of others. 
Italy entered the First World War as the result ot 
a deliberate bargain. Neutral at the outset, Italy 
negotiated actively with both sides to obtain the maximum 
price for intervention. The Italian delegation entered 
the Paris Peace Coni'erenoe demanding all that had been 
comprised in the Treaty of London and more too. Not 
content with the degree of control of the Adriatic which 
the Treaty of London gave, the Italian delegates proposed 
the extension of the strategic line to include Fiume--
which the Treaty had speolfically awarded to the Austrian 
province, Croatia, now a part of the new state of Yugoslavia. 
Although Wilsen in 1919 conceded the Brenner Pass to 
Italy, he was unyielding in his refusal to grant Italian 
claims to Fiume. The steadrastness of President Wilson 
on his policy concerning the Adriatic was a significant 
factor, for not only did it arouse the Italians in Europe 
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but also led to the organization of the Italo-Americana 
as a pressure group. 
In the period from 1918-1920, the United States 
witnessed the emergence of the Italo-Americans as an 
influential political factor. During the election of 
1912, the Italian hyphenates had been a disorganized 
minority unable to exert pressure. The new Italian immigrant 
had social, cultural, and economic barriers with which to 
contend. Moreover, he was ignorant of American political 
institutions and tended to remain inactive. With the advent 
of Americanization and social and eoonomio progress, he 
was able to assume a more definite role in political 
questions. 
In the election of 1920, political leaders, realizing 
this growing significance, gave a de facto recognition of 
these important constituents. The Italians became aware 
of the ways to arouse the support of the populace. Rallies, 
editorials, and petitions ware employed. Individuals, 
societies, and newsp~ers urged the local congressmen to 
support sel:f-determination for the people of F,iume. Man7 
other organizations also came to the defense of the 
Irredentista in .Amerioa. Spirited opposition to Wilson 
was apparent by 1919. 
Although he had been a staunch supporter o:f a league 
to enforce peace, Senator Lodge, Wilson's personal and 
political enem7, understood fully the unoertainity o:f the 
Republican position in the forthcoming election. Noting 
the dissatisfied hyphenate groups which had been rejected 
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by Wilson, Senator Lodge utilized their complaints for 
his own objective--the restoration of a Republican to the 
White House and the personal triumph over Wilson. In the 
light of partisanship, one would suspect that the Republicans 
and Lodge defended the Italian .position on Fiume. • However, 
as f"ar back as 1891 when there was a movement to restrain · 
the Italian immigration, Lodge stated that it was a 
"miscarriage or justice to the Italian" race. 1 Such 
examples of Republican aid were aonatantly brought to the 
attention of the Italian during eleotion time. 
Resulting from the election of 1918, the Senate waa 
controlled by a narrow margin by the Republicans. 
Consequently, Lodge became head of the Foreign Relations 
Committee, and he went to great pains to aee that the 
newly appointed members of his committee were not too 
kindly disposed to the League. When the Treaty of Versailles 
was forwarded to the Foreign Relations Committee, Lodge 
adopted the strategy of strangulation. Had the Treaty 
been presented to the Senate immediately upon Wilson•s 
return from the oonferenoe, it is probable that it would 
have been ratified. However, Lodge thwarted a speedy 
vote. One of the means of delaying ratification was the 
1There had been a movenent in New Orleans demanding 
the execution of eleve~ Italians who were members of the 
secret organization called the Mafia for their part in the 
slaying of the city's Chief or Police. At this time, 
public opinion urged the curtailment of the Italian in the 
United States. It is interesting to note that the accused 
were acquitted. H. C. Lodge, "Lynah Law and Unrestricted 
Immigration," North American Review (May, 1891), CLII. 
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holding of lengthy hearings before Lodge's Foreign 
Relations Committee. Representatives of various national 
groups were able to find some American citizens to plead 
their cause. Fiorello H. LaGuardia headed a delegation 
favorable to Italo-Americans. The height of absurdity 
waa reached when an Irishwoman, Mrs. Marion Curry, urged 
the claim or Italy to Fiume. Lodge's elev .er tactics were 
developed to such an extent that by the time of election 
in 1920 it was obvious that Wilson's crusade had failed • 
. '· 
There were various other reasons why the Italian 
voted Republican in 1920. The moat important one is that 
the wealthy Italians tended to be Republican because of 
social and political affiliations. It was primarily this 
element that was able to obtain the support of the 
illiterate Italians to vote Republican. Since the factory 
owners were strong supporters of the party, the Italian 
laborers were urged to vote Republican also. The 
Republicans also o.ffered more Italian -. political representa-)! 
tion on the state tioket than the Democratic Party. It 
was only natural that the Italians would vote for one of 
their own nationality. Also to be considered 1s that when 
the Italians arrived they began to invade the working 
areas or the Irish. Animosity developed between the two. 
If the Irish voted · Democrat,' it would follow sul t that 
the Italian voted Republican. Equally as important was 
the role of the ltalo-Amerioan newspapers which were Republican. 
Not only were they a means of keeping the Italian culture 
intact, but since they were Republican they also were instrumental 
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in influencing the Italo•Amer1cans to vote ror that slate. 
Nevertheless, the Italians did not .forget their 1nde"ednea1 
to many individuals who had played an important part in 
their development. It was largely the Italian vote which 
enabled the Demoo~atio incumbent, Mayor Gainor, to be 
re-elected in 1920. 
The Italians, as one of many elements, were instrumental 
in the overwhelming Republican victory in 1920. In 
reviewing the election, the Italo-Americans were victorious 
in their attempt to defeat Wilson. The outcome ot the 
Harding-Cox election was hailed as a mandate to keep out 
of the League or Nations, for the great crusader had appealed 
to the nation tor "a great and solemn referendum." Cox, 
his potential successor, was defeated. In the election 
it was Wilson EL~d not Cox who was running. The result 
was a vote against the minority party and Wilson's slate. 
It was this defeat that actually paved the way for the 
rat1ticat1on of .the Treaty of Rapallo in 1920 between Italy 
and Yugoslavia, whereby Fiume was internationalized. 
As a result of the Peace Conference and Wilson's 
position concerning Fiume, Italy felt great indignation; 
this was one important res .son for the :l.ntense national 
movement which soon followed. If it did not precipitate 
the Facist movement itsel.f, it is certain that it contributed 
to it. 
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